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**Event Title:** (U) Items collected at crime scene.  
**Date:** 08/15/2012

**To:**

**Approved By:** SSA

**Drafted By:**

**Case ID #:** 266N-MW-2440609  
(U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

**Acquired By:** on 08/06/2012

**Acquired From:** (U) Sikh Temple  
7512 South Howell Avenue  
Oak Creek, Wisconsin

**Receipt Given?:** No

**Holding Office:** MILWAUKEE

**Details:**

Items collected at crime scene at Sikh Temple.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1B Firearm | (U) 1) 223 shell casing - On ground near rear of Oak Creek PD vehicle  
2) 223 shell casing - Left of Oak Creek PD vehicle in driveway  
11C) Two 19 round capacity 9 mm Springfield armory magazines (1 empty, 1 round in second(removed)); 1 XD gear 9mm/.40 magazine loading device, one twenty round box, - Subject body and passenger door of Oak Creek |

**UNCLASSIFIED**

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

vehicle in lot
15) 9mm shell casing - Located in lot
18) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
19) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
20) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
23) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
26) Piece of bullet jacket - Parking lot
28) Metal fragment-suspected bullet with jacket - Parking lot
36) Piece of bullet found in parking lot - Parking lot
42) Metal fragment - Parking lot
44) .45 shell casing - Parking lot
46) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
47) Metal fragment - Parking lot
48) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
49) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
50) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
52) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: ______________________
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm
(U) 53) Metal fragment - Parking lot
54) Metal fragment - Parking lot
55) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
56) Metal fragment - Parking lot
57) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
58C) Metal fragment suspected bullet - From inside item # 58
58D) Metal fragment, suspected jacket - From inside item # 58
62) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
63) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
64) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
65) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
66) 223 shell casing - Oak Creek PD vehicle 6 (parking lot)
68) 223 shell casing - Oak Creek PD vehicle 6 in parking lot
69) Metal fragment - Parking lot
70) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
71) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
73) Metal fragment - Parking lot
75) Metal fragment - Parking lot
79) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
80) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
81) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
82) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
83) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
86) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
88) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: [Blank]
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm
(U) 91) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
92) Two (2) metal fragments - Parking lot
93) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
95) Metal fragments - Parking lot
97) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
98) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot
104) 9mm shell casing - No parking area of parking lot close to entrance of temple
105) Metal fragment - Handicap parking area
111) Metal fragment, suspected jacket - Entry road to temple

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: [Blank]
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B General
(U) 3) Gum (chewed) - In driveway in front of Oak Creek PD vehicle
4) Cigarette butt - In driveway in of front Oak Creek
Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

PD vehicle
5) Cigarette butt - Located in driveway in front of Oak Creed PD vehicle
6) Piece of a cigarette butt - Located in driveway in front of Oak Creek PD vehicle
7) Used cigarette butt - In driveway in front Oak Creek PD vehicle
8) Misc plastic trash - Along driveway in grass
9) Styrofoam cup - Alongside center island curbing
10) Broken jewelry - Passenger side of Oak Creek PD vehicle
12) Blanket - Where subject body was originally found -passenger side of Oak Creek PD vehicle
13) Black button - Passenger side of Oak Creek PD vehicle by subject blood stain
14) Subject glasses - Passenger side of Oak Creek PD vehicle
22) Bandage with suspected blood - Parking lot
25) Piece of Master Edge glasses - Parking lot
27) Key ring - Parking lot
29) Personal knife - Parking lot
30) Black button - Parking lot
32) Black shoes - Parking lot
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot

1B General
(U) 33) Pair of plastic gloves - Parking lot
34) A lollipop stick w/ unknown substance on end - Parking lot
37) Purple glove - Parking lot
58A) NRE from inside item #58 - Inside item #58
58B) WIDOT letter with name - Inside item #58
59) Plastic piece of car - Parking lot
72) White plastic item - Parking lot
76) Parking lot
77) Parking lot
78) Two pink flip flop shoes and a flyer - Parking lot
85) Paper - Parking lot
87) Two(2) purple plastic gloves - Parking lot

UNCLASSIFIED
Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

90) Piece of jewelry - Parking lot
96) Advertisement flyer - Parking lot
99) Purple rubber glove - Parking lot

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot

1B General
(U) 100) White powdery substance in Roundy's plastic bag - Flag pole base
101) Blue foil - Median between no parking and handicap
102) Cigarette butt - Main entrance to temple
106) One (1) blue scarf and One (1) orange scarf - Gutter grate near temple
109) Dollar bill torn in half - Wooded area N of Temple
110) Chewing gum - South side knoll
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot

1B Firearm
(U) 11a) Federal Premium 147 grain, hydrazok JHP 9mm luger (contains 13 rounds) - Subject body and passenger door of Oak Creek vehicle in lot
b) One (1) 9mm cartridge removed from one (1) Springfield armory magazines
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm
(U) 21) Springfield Serial Number [redacted] - 9mm handgun - Front passenger seat area of Oak Creek PD vehicle on floor
Acquired On: 08/06/2012

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot  
Firearm Type: Weapon  
Make: Springfield  
Model: unknown  
Caliber: 9mm

1B Firearm  
(U) 21A) One 9mm 19 round capacity Springfield Armory magazine, with two (2) 9mm rounds (removed), from Springfield[ ] - 9mm handgun taken from item 21-
Front passenger seat area of Oak Creek PD vehicle on floor  
Acquired On: 08/06/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot  
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm  
(U) 21B) Two (2) 9mm cartridges taken from item 21A Springfield Armory magazine  
Acquired On: 08/06/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot  
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm  
(U) 43) Heckler Koch .45 handgun, S/N[ ] w/magazine separate - after cleared rounds were placed in baggy (officers) - Parking lot  
Acquired On: 08/06/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot  
Firearm Type: Weapon  
Make: Heckler Koch  
Model: unknown  
Caliber: .45

1B Firearm  
(U) 43A) Twelve (12) -.45 rounds from Heckler Koch .45
Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

handgun, S/N [redacted] magazine and chamber - Parking lot
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: [redacted]
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm
(U) 43B) magazine that was contained in item #43
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: [redacted]
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B General
(U) 112) Box cutter - West parking lot - grass by pine tree
118) Business card - Next to Mercury Grand Marquise gray - [redacted] - parking lot
120) Gold leaf piece from jewelry - In front of cream Buick - [redacted] - in parking lot
121) Black flip flop - By the second bush south of the front door of the temple
122) Receipt #5519259, nothing additional - On grass on the south side of the front door of the Temple
123) Blue Tonka toy - On grass south side of the front door of the Temple
T2) [redacted]

T5) Glasses - Room M
T50) [redacted]
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: [redacted]
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot and inside temple

1B Firearm
(U) 113) Metal fragment - South side parking lot
114) Metal fragment - Under red Saab, Wisconsin
License plate # [redacted] - parking lot
115) Metal fragment - Under red Saab - Wisconsin
License plate # [redacted] - in parking lot
Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

116) Metal fragment – Under red Saab – Wisconsin License plate # _______ in parking lot
117) Metal fragment – Next to Mercury Grand Marquis gray – Wisconsin License plate _______ – parking lot
119) Metal fragment – Under gray van – _______ – a north side of parking lot
124) Metal fragment – West side of parking lot – by middle bush island
125) Metal fragment between dash and windshield – Oak Creek PD vehicle #6
126) 223 shell casing – Between driver front seat and middle console in Oak Creek PD #6 vehicle
129) Metal fragment – Between plexiglass sill and main cabin of OC PD vehicle #6
130) Metal fragment – Between plexiglass sill and main cabin of OC PD vehicle #6
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: _______
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm

(U) 131) Suspected round – In hood of Oak Creed PD vehicle plate _______ vehicle #10
137) Bullet fragment – In trim on driver's seat, Chevy Prism, _______
138) Bullet fragment – Rear seat of Chevy Prism, _______
140) 9mm round with possible blood – Passenger floor _______ – Oak Creek PD vehicle #5

T3) Metal fragment – On floor Room M
T4) 9mm shell casing – Floor of Room M
T6) Metal fragment – Floor Room H
T7) 9mm shell casing – Located on floor of Room K
T8) 9mm shell casing – Found on floor of Room K
T9) Metal fragment – Floor of room K
T10) 9mm shell casing – Floor Room K
T11) 9mm shell casing – Floor Room K
T12) 9mm shell casing – Floor Room H
T13) 9mm shell casing – Floor Room H
T14) 9mm shell casing – Bed of Room K
T15) 9mm shell casing – Floor Room H
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

T16) Bullet - Top shelf of cabinet Room I
T17) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room G
T18) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room G

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot and inside temple
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm
(U) T19) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room B
T20) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room B
T21) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room B
T22) Metal fragment - Floor Room B
T23) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T
T24) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T
T25) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T
T26) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T
T27) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T
T28) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room P
T29) Bullet - Wall in Room F
T30) Metal fragment - Floor Room U
T31) Metal fragment - Floor Room U
T32) Metal fragment - Counter Room U
T33) Metal fragment - Counter of Room U
T34) Bullet found in sugar bucket - Counter Room U
T35) Metal fragment - Counter Room U
T36) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room K
T37) Metal fragment - Sink Room U
T38) Two (2) Metal fragments - Sink Room U

Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: inside temple
Firearm Type: Other

1B General
(U) 132) Swab - Passenger backseat- Oak Creek PD vehicle
133) Swab - Rear passenger door Oak Creek PD vehicle back passenger seat, vehicle #10
134) Swab - Rear passenger seat - Oak Creed PD vehicle
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

Vehicle #10
Acquired On: 08/06/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot

1B General
(U) 141) Swab, blood stain 1 - Parking lot
142) Swab, blood stain 2 - Parking lot
143) Swab, blood stain 3 - Parking lot
144) Swab, blood stain 4 - Parking lot
145) Swab, blood stain 5 - Parking lot
146) Swab, blood stain 6 - Parking lot
148) Swab, blood stain 7 - Parking lot
Acquired On: 08/07/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: sikh temple
Specific Location: parking lot

1B General
(U) 147) Bullet fragment - Red Buick Rendevous, front passenger door
149) Round fragments - Honda driver's side door panel
T34) Metal fragments - Door jam Room P
T42) Shell fragment - West countertop Room U
T43) Metal fragment - NW pantry floor - Room U
T44) Metal fragment - Room U - West floor by pantry
T45) Two (2) fragments - W countertop on plastic lid - Room U
T46) Fragment - W countertop - Room U
T47) Fragment - Room U - W countertop
T48) Metal fragments - Countertop - under microwave - Room U
T49) Metal fragment - Room U - W countertop
T50) Fragment - Room U - NW corner of countertop
T51) Bullet - Room N, above shower - BH22
T52) Bullet - Room M - Behind door, BH18
T53) Bullet - Room H - North end by exit under the carpet, BH 37

Acquired On: 08/07/2012
Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.  
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot and inside temple

1B General  
(U) 150) Tire tread from Buick Rendevous with possible bullet hole - Front driver's tire / Parking lot  
Acquired On: 08/07/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot

1B General  
(U) T33) Metal fragment - collected on 08/08/2012 - Wall Room U, inside west wall between windows  
T54) Bullet frag embedded in apron - Counter of Room U  
T55) Metal fragment - Room U - refrigerator on bottom shelf  
T56) Bullet - Room H - hallway wall  
T57) Fragment - Floor under east counter - Room U  
Acquired On: 08/08/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: inside temple

1B General  
(U) T58) Sample of blood stain (SWAB) - Room U - Near east Wall  
Acquired On: 08/08/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: inside temple

1B General  
(U) 151) Metal fragment - Passenger back seat area, green Chevy Prism  
Acquired On: 08/08/2012  
Located By:  
Location Area: sikh temple  
Specific Location: parking lot
Title: (U) Items collected at crime scene.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012
white male, date of birth cellular telephone number business telephone number

Wisconsin, was interviewed. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

Initially, was unsure whether he was driving any of his vehicles on August 8, 2012. was confident that, on August 8, 2012, he did not drive (see attachments), which was parked in front of at the time of the interview. eventually determined that he was driving (see attachments), on I-94/43 on August 8, 2012.

On August 8, 2012, recalled that he was cut off by a driver while he was attempting to merge eastbound on to I-94 somewhere in the vicinity of State Fair Park. After was cut off, said something along the lines of "shame, shame" to the driver and he may have shaken his finger back and forth at the driver. Profanities may also have been exchanged between and the driver but could not remember exactly what was said. said that he may have given the driver the middle finger, which could have been misconstrued as something else due to the tension in the city as a result of the Oak Creek shooting. did not make any racial slurs or threaten the driver. thought that the driver was a bald, white, male in his fifties. The driver was pointing and yelling something out the window at believed that this incident may have taken place in the afternoon but was not certain. The vehicles were traveling at a decent rate of speed to prevent any real communication between and the driver.

could not recall the positioning of the vehicles, as they continued to change positions throughout the encounter, nor was able to remember the exact location where this encounter took place.
Occasionally, _____ drove his vehicles; however, _____ thought that, on August 8, 2012, he was driving _____

considered himself to be an appliance technician. He buys, sells, and trades appliances. Prior to being _____, it was called _____ has been an Appliance Technician.  

There was no set schedule and they generally appeared to work whenever they needed money. _____ did not have any contact information for any of _____

LNU was a white, male, approximately who lived somewhere on LNU was a white, male, approximately tall or shorter; All three were physically fit, which was necessary since their jobs included moving appliances. In addition, _____ earlier in the day.

Because of this incident, _____ said that he was not going to work with _____ anymore; however, _____ said that if he sees _____ LNU in the future, he will call and notify the FBI regarding _____ LNU's whereabouts.

date of birth could not provide any additional contact information because but thought resided in the general Milwaukee area. They were currently pointed to the following

_____ did not belong to any white supremacist groups.
was admonished by the interviewing agents to keep control of his emotions and refrain from any future possible confrontations with members of the Sikh community.
We buy old appliances

$18.12

Dad fed

dinner can

9/1/82

But go get out of here.

Shame on you.

He was painting the yellow and window.

bald guy in

b6
b7c
Drive straight ahead or didn't cut off.

55 mph, 60 mph.
Maybe not fast enough.

Vehicle during.

Swarm mode from 7 am.
he was only driving on Wed

don't belong to any games

in the.

Appliance technician - baybell table

no longer do a wash.
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Evidence of Deceased Victim
Paramjit Kaur

Date: 08/15/2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Receipt from Milwaukee County Medical Examiner

Acquired By: [Redacted] on 08/14/2012

Acquired From: (U) Forensic Investigator
Milwaukee County Medical Examiner
933 W. Highland Ave
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233
United States

Receipt Given?: No
Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On August 14, 2012, SA[Redacted] and SA[Redacted] retrieved evidence of deceased victim PARAMJIT KAUR from Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner, located at 933 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

The following evidence (Bag #4) was retrieved at 3:00 PM.
1. 1 shirt

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Evidence of Deceased Victim Paramjit Kaur
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

2. 1 scarf
3. 1 bra
4. 1 pair pants
5. 1 pair underwear

The evidence was transported to the FBI Milwaukee field office, documented and placed into evidence storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) 1 Shirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 scarf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 bra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 pair pants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 pair underwear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquired On: 08/14/2012

Located By: [Redacted]

Location Area: Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
Specific Location: 933 W. Highland Ave, Milwaukee, WI
Event Title: (U) Evidence of deceased victim Suveg Singh

Date: 08/15/2012

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Acquired By: [Redacted] on 08/14/2012

Acquired From: (U) Forensic Investigator [Redacted]
Milwaukee County Medical Examiner
933 W. Highland Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233
United States

Receipt Given?: No

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:
On August 14, 2012, SA [Redacted] and SA [Redacted] retrieved evidence of deceased victim SUVEG SINGH from [Redacted]
Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner, located at 933 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

The following evidence (Bag #5) was retrieved at 3:00 PM.

2. 1 vest

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Evidence of deceased victim Suveg Singh
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

3. 1 shirt
4. 1 pair pants
5. 1 pair shorts

The evidence was transported to the FBI Milwaukee field office, documented and placed into evidence storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) Evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. 1 vest
3. 1 shirt
4. 1 pair pants
5. 1 pair shorts

Acquired On: 08/14/2012
Located By:
Location Area: Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
Specific Location: 933 W. Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

+++

UNCLASSIFIED

2
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Evidence of deceased victim
Satwant Singh Kaleka

Date: 08/15/2012

Approved By: ________________________________

Drafted By: ________________________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Evidence of deceased victim Satwant Singh Kaleka

Acquired By: ________________________________ on 08/14/2012

Acquired From: (U) Forensic Investigator ________________________________
Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
933 W. Highland Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53232

Receipt Given?: No

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On August 14, 2012 SA ________________________________ and SA ________________________________
retrieved evidence of deceased victim SATWANT SINGH KALEKA from ________________________________
Forensic Investigator, MILWAUKEE COUNTY OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL
EXAMINER, located at 933 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 428
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Evidence of deceased victim Satawant Singh Kaleka
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

The following evidence (Bag #6) was retrieved at 3:00 PM.

1. 1 blue button-down shirt
2. 1 white T-shirt
3. 1 brown belt
4. 1 pair white underwear
5. 1 pair slacks

The evidence was transported to the FBI Milwaukee field office, documented and placed into evidence storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) 1. 1 blue button-down shirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. 1 white T-shirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. 1 brown belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. 1 pair white underwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. 1 pair slacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquired On: 08/14/2012
Located By: [Redacted]
Location Area: Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
Specific Location: 933 W. Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53232.
was telephonically interviewed. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

had dated for about two years. They broke up around the end of September of 2011 told me that while was dating

said that had worked for a company called located at in the city of San Diego.

stated that had previously lived in the area, but recently moved to is Facebook friends with friends of continues to know what is doing based on his Facebook posts.

provided a telephone number of also stated would be available by telephone number at should investigators have additional questions.
SPACE TO

FOR ABOUT 2 YR

END OF SGRT 2014

FACEBOOK W. HIS FRIENDS
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Enclose 1A to case file
Date: 08/15/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-4.
Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Enclose 1A to file.

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Interview notes referencing serial #214, 207, 209

Details:
The attached 1A envelope was not attached to the FD-302. The 1A
relates to serial number(s) 207, 209, and 214.

**

UNCLASSIFIED
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:

Date: 08/15/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) CHS provided information

---

UNCLASSIFIED

Serial 431
On Tuesday August 7, 2012 FBI Special Agents (SA) _______ (writer), along with San Diego Sheriff's Department Detectives _______ attempted to interview _______ at their residence _______. San Diego, California. CHS reporting identified _______ was sitting on the front patio of the residence when agents approached and identified themselves. _______ immediately declined to be interviewed.

While speaking with _______ briefly appeared in the front doorway before turning around and going back inside. _______ stated that _______ but neither would be willing to be interviewed.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Oak Creek Police Department (OCPD), provided 7 computer discs containing video footage from Oak Creek Police squad cars and 911 audio recordings from the 8/5/2012 Sikh Temple shootings. Signed a FBI Receipt for Property (FD-597) which was directed to the IA portion of this file. The 7 computer discs received from were entered into ELSUR evidence.

Investigation on 08/07/2012 at Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/09/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Receipt for Property Received/Returned/Released/Seized

File # 266N-MW-2410604

On (date) 8/7/2012  item(s) listed below were:

☑ Received From
☐ Returned To
☐ Released To
☐ Seized

(Name)

(Street Address) Oak Creek, WI

(City)

Description of Item(s):

☑ CDs containing footage from 8/15/2012 Temple Shootings

Received By: 
(Signature)  

Received From:  
(Signature)
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, telephone number (cell) and (home and office) was interviewed at his residence where

After being advised the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

stated he did not know WADE MICHAEL PAGE nor has he ever spoken with PAGE. advised that telephone number used to belong to him approximately three years ago when

From approximately where he was required to have the phone number subscribed in his name as part of his employment.

duties

The telephone number was the general number for the public to call for rental information pertaining to

advised that he believed that the appeared on a sign posted in front of the property stated, that to his knowledge, he is no longer

advised that he currently is the telephone subscriber only for (his cell phone)

advised that he knew and believed that is now living in California. stated that during the time he was

advised that
stated that his only family in the United States is

provided telephone number

advised that he is not a U.S. citizen. stated that he has hired a Milwaukee attorney, to work out issues regarding his immigration status.
A search warrant, issued in the Circuit Court, First Judicial District, Milwaukee County, State of Wisconsin on August 5, 2012, was executed at 3748A E. Holmes Avenue, Cudahy, Wisconsin at 7:51 PM on August 5, 2012. The purpose of the search was obtain evidence in support of a homicide investigation. Milwaukee FBI SWAT secured the residence along with SA [Redacted] Bomb Technician, Milwaukee Field Office. The following SWAT personnel participated in securing the residence:

The search was supervised by SA [Redacted] and included the following participants:

Investigation on 08/05/2012 at Cudahy, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-US-2440609 Date drafted 08/07/2012

by [Redacted]

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
(Milwaukee Police Department)

(Milwaukee Police Department)

(FBI ERT)

(FBI ERT)

SA obtained two signed Consent to Search forms (FD-26) for the residence to accompany the search warrant. 3748A East Holmes, born telephone number was contacted at the scene whereby signed a Consent to Search for 3748A East Holmes. provided SA with a copy of a Residential Rental Application for bearing the name of WADE PAGE and PAGE's rental information.

resident of contacted at the scene and signed a Consent to Search for accompanied SA around the common areas of the residence, including the basement, closet on the stairway to the second floor, garage, and trash bins. pointed out locations believed that WADE PAGE had access to and items identified one trash bin and one recycle bin on the north side of the garage as identified the contents of the left side landing closet on the stairway to the second floor pointed out items in the basement which recognized as belonging to
SA seized 4 keys located on the kitchen counter in the upper unit of 3748A East Holmes. The keys opened the inner door to the upper unit, the common exit doors, and the garage door on the south side of the garage. The keys were placed into evidence.

The following is a summary of the items found and seized from 3748A East Holmes, Cudahy, Wisconsin which are reflected on a FBI Receipt for Property form (FD-597):

1. Boxes and books
2. Clothing, receipts, and papers
3. DVDs, sewing kit, and index cards
4. Scientific Atlantic Explorer 8300 HDC (serial number SABRJWOSF), Arris TG852 (serial number C5VBPLAG282464)
5. Reader glasses and green cloth bag
6. Notebook pad and mail
7. Receipt
8. keys
9. Personal paperwork
10. Burnt paper
11. Blue jeans—Gotcha

SA, FBI SWAT Team Leader, advised that the SWAT team entered via the exterior windows of the residence and, consequently, no damage was done to the exterior or interior doors. The only apparent damage done by SWAT during the securing of the residence appeared be to the upstairs window screen and blinds (point of entry).
At 12:20 AM on August 6, 2012, was escorted through the residence by SA, observed damage to the upstairs window screen, upstairs window blind, and entry door (undetermined if damage caused by FBI). SA provided with a copy of the search warrant and a copy of the inventory of items seized.

At 12:30 AM on August 6, 2012, the search concluded and the property was handed back over to.

A copy of the search warrant and Residential Rental Application are attached and made part of this FD-302.
Wisconsin, telephone number: [Redacted] was advised of the nature of the interview and the identity of the interviewing agent in reference to lead number [Redacted] provided the following information.

[Redacted] has white supremacy beliefs which developed over time [Redacted] has been across the country and has witnessed enough people and events which has caused his belief system. In early Spring 2012, [Redacted] was on the internet looking to socially outreach to others with his white supremacy views. [Redacted] came across the Hammerskin website and eventually entered a chat room/forum with Wade Page. They exchanged contact information and spoke telephonically on June 2, 2012. [Redacted] and Page decided to meet each other at a Milwaukee Brewer's baseball game shortly thereafter. [Redacted] They socialized at the baseball game and [Redacted] went home after the game. [Redacted] telephonically spoke to Page again on June 22, 2012 and agreed to meet the next day in downtown Milwaukee for lunch and a few beers. [Redacted] They met Page along with two other male individuals whom [Redacted] assumed were associated with Page and the Hammerskins. The two other individuals did not identify themselves. They had lunch a few beers which lasted approximately two hours. They were interested in [Redacted] joining their organization. [Redacted] told Page he was not interested in joining any group but just wanted to socialize. [Redacted] did not want to be responsible or have any obligations to any group or organization. [Redacted] stated the Hammerskins did not push him to probate and he never was in probate status. [Redacted] was never invited or attended any Hammerskin meetings whether formal or informal. After having lunch with Page, [Redacted] had no further contact with Page or anyone else associated with the Hammerskins. [Redacted] attempted to call and text Page several times since but never heard back from him. Page never mentioned the Sikhs or anything about their temple to include any type of violence to [Redacted] had no idea Page would carry out an atrocity like that. [Redacted] remains open to follow up contact.
On August 13, 2012 Investigative Analysts (IA) of the California Department Of Justice provided Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent a DVD containing photo files of a White Supremacy Extremism (WSE) event. These photo files were of known and unknown WSE members attending an organized event on February 26, 2011 titled ST. VALENTINES DAY MASSACRE, held at the TIKI BAR located at 1700 Placentia Avenue, Costa Mesa, California, 92627.

A list of bands identified as playing for the event were DEFINATE HATE, MAX RESIST, END APATHY, WHITE KNUCKLE DRIVER, ARMED & READY, and 13 KNOTS.

Known WSE members identified in the photos were WADE PAGE,

A physical copy of the DVD will be maintained in the 1A portion of this file.
(U/FOIA) date of birth Social Security
Account Number
home telephone number cellular telephone number
called into the Milwaukee office and was interviewed by telephone. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent, provided the following information:

UNCLASSIFIED

Investigation on at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (Phone)
File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/14/2012
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
After being advised to the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, the following individuals were interviewed at the following locations and yielded negative results:

Each of the above interviewees were shown a picture of Wade Michael Page and asked if Page had sold any items at their locations.

Regarding the business of

were interviewed. had no information.

Investigation on 08/08/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/08/2012

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
provided the following information:

used to be involved in "that group". When asked to clarify what he meant by "that group", stated that was formerly involved in a white supremacist group and attended the white supremacists rally

According to shortly after the rally, became disenchanted with the group and ceased contact. believes that he remembers having contact with Wade Michael Page. He has no other information regarding current location.
was interviewed at his place of employment, Milwaukee, WI 53110. resides at work phone number is and DOB is driver license's ID number is was present during introductions to but left before the interview began and was present during the interview.

stated that he started to work with Wade Page on second shift sometime in November, after had become full time at the company. Page, who was just beginning a temporary employment contract through the agency Aerotech. continued to work with Page until February when Page became full time and was moved to third shift.

knew that Page was a veteran, but did not discuss his service, only that he had served. described Page as a quiet guy ("emotionless") that did what he was told to do, a "soldier-type" that would follow a superior's orders. Page was unmarried. Page was very interested in talking music, specifically heavy metal. Page would go on camping vacations possibly to Michigan, but did not know of any specifics. Page had his name "WADE PAGE" tattooed across his knuckles.

A week before Page stopped working had heard from on third shift, that Page had an issue According to were not Page's

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
supervisors. Page did not like instruction from anyone who was not his supervisor.

had heard that Page used to be a truck driver in North Carolina and had lost his job there due to a suspected DUI. that Page also had a grandmother that was sick in Colorado. didn't notice any mood swings from Page but seemed to think that Page was in a better mood on the last day that he did work.
Title: (U) FOLLOW UP WITH POSSIBLE PAST EMPLOYERS OF WADE MICHAEL PAGE

Date: 08/16/2012

From: DENVER
DN-NS-1
Contact: 

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) PAST EMPLOYMENT OF WADE MICHAEL PAGE WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS FOR M&M TOWING, SUN VALLEY RESOURCES, BRYANT TIRE, AND HUMAN RESOURCES AMERICAN, INC.

Details:

On 08/10/2012, [ ] M&M TOWING and ROAD SERVICE, Inc., 7361 Ivy Street, Commerce City, Colorado 80022, telephone number 303-361-6666 was interviewed by SA [ ] regarding personnel records for WADE MICHAEL PAGE. [ ] did not recognize the name, searched through the company's electronic and paper personnel records. [ ] did not have a record of employment for PAGE. He would know PAGE if he worked at M&M TOWING for more than a week.

On 08/10/2012, SA [ ] contacted representatives for SUN VALLEY RESOURCES located at 4600 S. Ulster St. Suite 1400. Denver Colorado. SUN VALLEY RESOURCES is owned and operated by PELITON LLC, located at 4600 S. Ulster St. Suite 1400, Denver Colorado. According to [ ] PELITON, LLC, 303-328-2871, there are no records of PAGE having been associated with SUN VALLEY.

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) FOLLOW UP WITH POSSIBLE PAST EMPLOYERS OF WADE MICHAEL PAGE
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

RESOURCES from 2005 through 2012. According to Peliton LLC only
maintains employment records for 7 years as required by the Internal
Revenue Service.

On 08/13/2012, TFO contacted BRYANT TIRE, 1099 West Littleton Blvd., Littleton, Colorado 80120,
303-794-2138 and learned that WADE MICHAEL PAGE AKA WADE BUSKIRK was
not listed as an employee, with available records going back 14 years.
had been affiliated with BRYANT TIRE since 1981 and did
not remember that name.

TFO also went to 7066 East Orchard Avenue, Englewood, Colorado to
find HUMAN RESOURCES AMERICA, INC. and learned that suite number 2305
did not exist (all suites numbers were in three digit format) and that
HUMAN RESOURCES AMERICA, INC. was not listed on the business
directories of the facility. TFO spoke to property manager
who verified that HUMAN RESOURCES AMERICA,
INC. was not a tenant of the property. declined to provide
information as to whether a business named HUMAN RESOURCES AMERICA,
INC. had been a tenant previously.

TFO did an open record search of HUMAN RESOURCES AMERICA, INC.
and found a business by that name located at PO Box 8, Houston,
Pennsylvania 15342, 724-514-6671. TFO called the business on
08/14/2012 and spoke to who advised that
occasionally assists the business. said that she bought
the company in 2006 from who was the prior
the business in 2000.
UNCLASSIFIED
Title: (U) FOLLOW UP WITH POSSIBLE PAST EMPLOYERS OF WADE MICHAEL PAGE
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

***
Event Title: (U) Evidence received from MPD on August 13, 2012
Date: 08/16/2012

To:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Release Receipt from MPD

Acquired By: ___________________________ on 08/13/2012

Acquired From: (U) Property Officer
Milwaukee Police Department
2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On August 13, 2012, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA) ___________________________ received evidence from the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD), which was seized by MPD after the shooting at the Sikh Temple, located at 7512 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin (MPD Incident Number 0012020305) on August
Title: (U) Evidence received from MPD on August 13, 2012
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/16/2012

5, 2012. SA [redacted] and SA [redacted] received the evidence from MPD's Property building, located at 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, dated 8/13/2012, (MPD inventory number 12023131):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Item 1**: Oak Creek Police Department, uniform shirt of [redacted]
- **Item 5**: Black tee shirt with bullet holes;
- **Item 6**: Black mens underwear;
- **Item 7**: Oak Creek Police Department uniform pants with bullet hole

Acquired On: 08/13/2012
Located By: [redacted]
Other Locator: [redacted]
Location Area: Milwaukee Police Department Property Building
Specific Location: 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM INFORMATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC# 12023131</td>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV 12023131</td>
<td>Qty 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN# 0012020305</td>
<td>Type Personal Items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Police Department, uniform shirt of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC# 12023131</td>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV 12023131</td>
<td>Qty 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN# 0012020305</td>
<td>Type Personal Items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black tee shirt with bullet holes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC# 12023131</td>
<td>Item 6</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV 12023131</td>
<td>Qty 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN# 0012020305</td>
<td>Type Personal Items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black mens underwear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC# 12023131</td>
<td>Item 7</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV 12023131</td>
<td>Qty 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN# 0012020305</td>
<td>Type Personal Items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Creek Police uniform pants with bullet hole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELEASED BY PROPERTY OFFICER: PO

SIGNATURE: FBI Milwaukee
330 E Kilbourn Suite 600 • Milwaukee, WI 53202

ID PROVIDED: Other (valid ID) SEE ATTACH
date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

said that

advised that PAGE grew up

stated that PAGE
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Title: [XX/FOGIC]  

To: IO-EUROPE (UC)  

From: BERLIN  

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  
(U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;  

Synopsis: [XX/FOGIC]  

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:  
1. [XX/FOGIC]  

Details:  

Reason: 1.4(b), (c), (d)  
Derived From: FBI NSISC-20090615  
Declassify On: 20370816  

Date: 08/17/2012
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U/□□□□□□) Request subfile be opened□□□□□□ Date: 08/17/2012

To: □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-3
Contact: □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

Approved By: □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

Drafted By: □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/□□□□□□) Request a subfile be opened□□□□□□

Details:

+++

UNCLASSIFIED/□□□□□□

Serial: 448
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Title: (U/FOUO) Page's resume

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/FOUO) Wade M Page's resume

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U/FOUO) RESUME

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
was interviewed over the telephone. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

Page was the stand-in guitarist for the band. Page was a "super quiet" guy and the one with the least drama.

Page knew how to read the map for them. Page was the "nicest" and "most positive" guy, and the last guy he would have thought to do something like he did.

Regarding white supremacy, he was not involved with it himself, they said goodbye at the airport and he never spoke to or heard from Page again.

Investigation on 08/17/2012 at Portland, Oregon, United States (Phone)

File # 266N-MM-2440609 Date drafted 08/17/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
8:38 AM - LEFT MSG. K

8:41 AM - CALLED ME BACK.

PACIE WAS A STAND IN GUITARIST.
PACIE WAS A "SUPER QUIET" GUY AND THE LEAST DRAMA

PACIE KNEW HOW TO READ A MAP.
PACIE WAS THE QUIET MOST POSITIVE GUY I

WOULD NEVER THINK TO DO THAT.

BERNIE W.S.
NEVER INVOLVED ME. IT MAYBE I NEVER INVOLVED

MYSELF IN IT.

WENT BACK TO THE AIRPORT AND SAY GOODBYE

SAY I SAWTH TO PACIE AGAIN.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/17/2012

Title: (U//FOUO) ALLEGIS VERIFY EMPLOYMENT

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) ALLEGIS GROUP VERIFY RE PAGE WADE

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOUO) ALLEGIS GROUP VERIFICATION

++

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/17/2012

Title: (U) ALLEGIS EMPLOYEE CHECKLIST

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-24400609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) ALLEGIS EMPLOYMENT CHECKLIST RE PAGE

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) ALLEGIS EMPLOYEE CHECKLIST RE WADE

UNCLASSIFIED
Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/17/2012

Title: (U/SI) AEROTEK EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Pagel; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/SI) AEROTEK EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U/SI) AEROTEK EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
(DOB) was interviewed at After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

and that is where he met Wade Page. Page had also reclassified into PSYOPS from being a Missile Repair man out of Texas. Page was the shy-loner type through school who hung out in the corner, but he seemed like a "normal guy."

Page developed friendships with other soldiers in the PSYOPS group. He believes is still in the Army.

There was one weekend when no one in the group had heard from him, which was unusual. One of the soldiers in their group heard that so he went to check on him. The soldier had to break into Page's house, and he found Page passed-out drunk. He believed it was during the day on a Sunday. He said that ever since that incident Page
seemed to have a "serious alcohol problem", which is what led to his discharge. He stated that he never had a conversation with Page about his drinking because at the time everyone in the Army drank.

He knew that Page believed in the white supremacist ideology. Page would not talk about it at work, but while out at parties or other social gatherings is when Page would vent or talk about his frustrations related to race. Page would often talk about the "racial holy war", and told them that they all needed to prepare for it.

He believed that there were a couple of events that happened at Fort Bragg which helped develop Page's ideology. On there was a white soldier walking out of the IHOP restaurant who was jumped by 4 or 5 Black civilian men. The soldier was put in a coma. There was another incident on two soldiers from the 82nd Airborne went into town looking to harass Black individuals, they shot and killed two civilian Black individuals. The soldiers were arrested. Page thought that was a hero for that incident. In there was a graffiti incident where 6 doors were tagged with Swastika's - 5 of the doors belonged to Black individuals. Page thought it was a good thing.

The entire base was a "recruiting ground." The non-Airborne side was "gangland", and the Airborne side was "white supremacists." PSYOPs was in the middle.

Before page left the Army he started getting into racist music. His favorite band was RaHoWa (A Canadian white supremacist band who's name is an abbreviation for Racial Holy War). Page read two books related to white supremacy. One was "The Turner Diaries" that Page gave to him and told him to read. He took it from Page, but never read it. Page told him that it was about a sniper who would shoot non-white's and hang them from a lamp post. Page talked about wanting to do that himself - he fantasized about being the sniper in the book. He can't remember the title of the second book.
Page thought he looked like the perfect Aryan. He called him a race traitor. Page got into some pretty serious arguments.

He and the other guys took it upon themselves to keep an eye on Page because of his depression and alcohol use. He thought they had been doing a good job. He believes that Page must have had some other outside influence that they did not know about. He may have been hanging out with people who shared his ideas. Page was staying just under the radar with his drinking.

In late 1997 or 1998, Page was living in the barracks and had gone out drinking over the weekend. Page missed formation and eventually showed up to work still intoxicated. Page was demoted for that incident and was given an opportunity to get treatment. Page had thirty days to decide if he would accept the treatment or be discharged from the Army. The group tried to convince Page to get the treatment and stay in the Army, but Page chose to get out. Thirty days later Page was gone. He said it was like Page had just given up and was down on everything.

In 2000, Page called him from California and told him that he was planning a motorcycle ride across the country to visit all of his Army buddies. Page came to his house and stayed for a week. Page told him that he was currently living on the street and could not find a job. Page was in a racist band named Youngblood, but the band kicked him out, which is what prompted the road trip. Page had some racist tattoo's and was very proud of them.

In 2001 or 2002, he received an e-mail from Page stating that he was in a new band named Max Resist and they were going to Europe to play. Page sent him one of their fliers. Page was proud that he was going to perform in Germany.
The last contact was when Page called him and told him that he was going through truck driving school, and he was going to be driving through his town with his instructor. He met up with Page and they talked for a couple of hours. Page seemed upbeat and he thought that things had turned around for Page. He had not heard from Page since that meeting.
ON A SUNDAY.

SINCE THAT HE HAD A SERIOUS
ALCOHOL PROBLEM - THAT'S WHAT US
TO HIS DISCHARGE.

DO NOT HAVE ANY CONV. ABOUT IT -
EVERYONE ARE IN PAIN DEEPLY.

INCIDENT LED TO DISCH. - LIVING IN EXPOEAS

ANOTHER WEND - WENT OUT GOT DRUNK.

PASS OUT IN GEZZA KS - MISSED FORMATION

WHEN HE FINALLY SHOWED UP IT WAS
STILL intoxicate - BUSTED DOWN FROM
SJT TO SPECIALIST.

OFFERED HIM REST. - OR GET OUT
HE CHOSE TO GIVE UP THE ARMY.

HE HAD TIME TO CONSIDER HIS DECISION.

GUYS TRIED TO TALK HIM INTO STAYING
& GAVE HIM TOgteHEAh.

IT WAS LIKE HE WAS JUST GIVING UP.

HE WAS DOWN ABOUT EVERYTHING,
SET HIS MIND THAT HE WAS GOING
BACK TO COLORADO - NO PLAN.
When he was in Alpha Co.,
go to parties or other social gatherings,
he would talk about WSE - more
like he was venting / frustrations.

Example - talk about the Korean War,
they should all prepare for it.

Things happened in Fort Benning that
helped start that 10:30 -

The whole base was like a recruiting ground,
conscripts on non-airborne slots,
WES and airborne slots,
psy ops in middle.

White soldiers walk out of tent
Got jumped by our 4/25 black guys (pass "citizens"

Race talked thing that it lot

Victim - put in comma

From that incident - use Army in '99

He was still in comma.

- By 8th Airborne soldiers went out
  one town to harass black individuals civil/civilian
  killed then.

Race thought it was a little.
He would argue his points

where he said multi-ethnic

discussion w/ Paul - was anti-racist.

By Paul, left - he started getting into
racist music like 'Rahowa' was his favorite.

He read 2 big books
1. "Thieves Diaries" - Paul wanted him to read it.
   - Paul told him that it was about a
     guy who was a gangster, & he wrote
     about non-white & how they
     from a young age.
   - Paul took him to want to do
     that himself - practiced doing
     being the singer guy

2. Can't remember the other book

"Rage's"

called him a race traitor.
They would get into some
pretty serious argument.
At work - mixed group of people. He seemed okay.

RARE TO SEE MINIATURE IN PAYOPS

Group Names: on BASE

Pays always talked about wanting to join "HammerSkings."

He had been taken under influence. Not talk much to talk to anyone in army. Has staying under radar. Just using alcohol as far as he knew. Just beer.

In '96 (He wanted to use German family bag.)

Think it ended up in European battalion. They went to OPQ. Battalions still ran over.

(In '98 was incident when he had to kill or get help.)
ANOTHER INCID - IN SCHOOL
28/OCT

PT ON FIELD

27h DILI INSTRUCTORS DECIDED TO HAVE
Then Do INSPECTIONS INSTEAD OF PT
On The 28/11

Part of DUTY WAT

GET ARRESTED

Not Sure If Use - Thanks He: Just
An IDIOT (BIG ASWIM)

Wasn't Basing Initiated - He Shot With Guns
They All (INCUS MUSC) Talk About It -

... CANNOT HAVE ANYTHING TO ALIVE

PAINT GRAFFITI ON 2 DOORS - 5 OF THOSE DOORS
Were BLANK - Can't be smarting

Made The New/DID NOT See/lander

Rate More Comment I thought It was
A Good Thing.
He was here hanging out w/ people who simply lose - now sober.

When he left he was a different person - figured it was because of depression & leaving army.

He didn't discuss past - don't know.

He never talked about his family - he would skirt the issue.

Know he was from Denver Co - that's all.

Never mentioned going back to any family.

In 2000, Paul came in - told us about motorcycle trip & runaways - he missed his army buddies.

In 2000, he moved his bike & stayed at the house for a week.

Paul said he was living on street - oceans away in CA - was in a sketchy racist band 'Youngblood' that were supposed to record an album - the band kicked him out - ruined road trip.
He didn't want to talk about it.

Starting in CA

Go to N/Carolina - Got away from him that
he was sprinkler fire off of Florida.

Came in last steps on the way - He sold all
his possessions

Pics of him in Young Blood - He played a bass

Never played anything in Army.

Last contact w/ page

2 dates:

Sent him an email after football 2001/2002

Band Max Resist was going to Europe

He sent pics - He was proud of fact

That he was going to perform in Germany.

Did go to Europe

All his tattoos - He had a square in Berlin after
He got out of Army.

Saw when he came to visit - He was
real proud of them.

Came by another time: He called him

Goin thru a tech college school - On A

Long Hall the (this was going thru his town

[blank])
Title: (U) Wade Michael Page

Date: 08/17/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE
    MW-1-1

Contact: 

Approved By: SIA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Provide results of records checks conducted

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED
Orion Lead Reference

Speedway Gas station located at 4449 S. Packard, Cudahy, WI 53110, was interviewed at his place of employment. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, _______ provided the following information:

On August 7, 2012, SA _______ and SA _______ of the Milwaukee JTTF Squad, retrieved 10 different receipts located on the passenger seat of WADE MICHAEL PAGE'S vehicle. Eight of the receipts go back to the Speedway Gas station in Cudahy, WI. SA _______ showed the receipts to _______ who agreed that all but one were from his Speedway Gas station location. Neither _______ nor any of his staff have any recollection of PAGE. _______ has agreed to review the video surveillance from the gas station and will turn this over to the FBI Milwaukee field office.

On August 8, 2012, _______ handed over four non-telephonic video surveillance evidence via recordable CD's to SA _______. The four non-telephonic voluntary media were entered into evidence.
Date of entry 08/17/2012

Date of birth

Oak Creek, WI, telephone

number

was interviewed in

Milwaukee, WI

[Blank]. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the followup interview, provided the following information:

[Blank]

advised that

came to Oak Creek, WI

Investigation on [Blank] at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/17/2012

by [Blank]

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Event Title: (U) Evidence received from MPD on August 9, 2012

Date: 08/17/2012

To:  

Approved By:  

Drafted By:  

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) MPD Release Receipt, 8/9/2012

Acquired By:  on 08/09/2012

Acquired From: (U) Property Officer
Milwaukee Police Department
2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On August 9, 2012, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA) received evidence from the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD), which was seized by MPD after the shooting at the Sikh Temple, located at 7512 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin (MPD Incident Number 0012020305) on August 5, 2012. SA  

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title:  (U) Evidence received from MPD on August 9, 2012
Re:  266N-MW-2440609, 08/16/2012

the evidence from MPD's Property building, located at 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B Firearm</td>
<td>(U) Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, dated 8/13/2012:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item 1 (Inv 12023105): Rifle, Semi-Automatic Rock River Arms 5.56mm semi-auto rifle black in color, SER #: KT1065956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Please note: Weapon cleared by SA on August 14, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired On: 08/09/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Located By:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location Area: MPD Property Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific Location: 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firearm Type: Weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make: Rock River Arms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model: LAR-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caliber: 5.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1B Firearm | (U) Description listed on MPD's Release Receipt: |

UNCLASSIFIED
(U) Evidence received from MPD on August 9, 2012
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/16/2012

47(12023131): cartridge; Item 48(12023131): cartridge;
Item 49 (12023131): cartridge; Item
50(12023131): cartridge; Item 1(12023303): Holster; Item
2(12023303): Magazine holder
Acquired On: 08/09/2012
Located By: __________________________
Location Area: MPD Property Building
Specific Location: 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee Wisconsin 53233
Firearm Type: Other

1B Firearm

(U) Description of items listed on MPD's Release
Receipt, 8/9/2012:

Item 4 (Inv 12023105): Magazine;

Item 1 (Inv 12023115): Sealed container containing two
bullet fragments;

Item 2 (Inv 12023115): Legal Evidence Form;

Item 19 (Inv 12023131): bullet fragment;

Item 21 (Inv 12023131): deformed bullet fragment;

Item 25 (Inv 12023131): black 45 cal. magazine;

Item 38 (Inv 12023131): black 45 cal. H & K, magazine;

Item 52 (Inv 12023131): deformed bullet fragment;

Item 2 (Inv 12023153): Copper bullet jacketing
fragment;

Item 3 (Inv 12023153): Deformed copper jacketed bullet
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Evidence received from MPD on August 9, 2012
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/16/2012

Acquired On: 08/09/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: MPD Property Building
Specific Location: 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233
Firearm Type: Other

1B General
(U) Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, 8/9/2012:

Item 2 (Inv 12023131): Front ballistic vest panel;

Item 3 (Inv 12023131): Back ballistic vest panel;

Acquired On: 08/09/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: MPD Property Building
Specific Location: 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

1B General
(U) Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, 8/9/2012:

Item 8 (Inv 12023131): Black left boot;

Item 9 (Inv 12023131): Black right boot;

Item 13 (Inv 12023131): Duty belt;

Item 16 (Inv 12023131): Tourniquet;

Item 20 (Inv 12023131): White sock;

Item 22 (Inv 12023131): Oak Creek PD uniform shirt;

Item 23 (Inv 12023131): Hand cuffs;

Item 24 (Inv 12023131): Hand cuffs;

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Evidence received from MPD on August 9, 2012
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/16/2012

Item 1 (Inv 12023153): Suspect's dried blood stain;

Item 4 (Inv 12023153): Foam earplug;

Item 1 (Inv 12023156): Handcuffs;

Item 1 (Inv 12023256): Overhead GIS map;

Item 3 (Inv 12023303): T-shirt with Gray writing and design;

Item 4 (Inv 12023303): Black cargo style mens pants;

Item 5 (Inv 12023303): Black leather belt;

Item 6 (Inv 12023303): White sock;

Item 7 (Inv 12023303): White sock;

Item 8 (Inv 12023303): RIGHT black leather boot;

Item 9 (Inv 12023303): LEFT black leather boot

Acquired On: 08/09/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: MPD Property Building
Specific Location: 2620 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233

UNCLASSIFIED
Total Deleted Page(s) = 134
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/14/2012

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

invoked the

advised that

Investigation on at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/14/2012

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 477
Date of entry 08/17/2012

DATE OF BIRTH (DOB) was interviewed by telephone on 08/17/2012. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

An attempt was made by telephone to reach at his residence, and he was not home. was reached by cellular telephone and a request to meet with him was made. He advised he was on the road headed to New York for a vacation and would not be available for an in person interview for approximately one (1) week. Based on this information the interview was conducted over the phone:

confirmed, in April of 1995

advised he was for approximately years and was in charge of. He was also on a rotation were coming in all the time, bringing the number he could only recall

was informed the interview was in regards to subject WADE MICHAEL PAGE. He advised he did not recognize the name. was informed that PAGE was the subject involved in the incident which occurred in Wisconsin at the Sikh Temple. advised he has seen PAGE's picture in the media but did not recognize PAGE, and did not know PAGE was was not PAGE.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: [Blank] Date: 08/20/2012
Title: (U) [Blank]

Approved By: [Blank] b6
Drafted By: [Blank] b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Photographs of [Blank]

***

UNCLASSIFIED
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry: 08/18/2012

interviewed at his residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

knew WADE MICHAEL PAGE from the white power band scene. has played in several different white power bands PAGE has played occasionally but PAGE typically played in the band DEFINITE HATE. PAGE was originally from California and later moved to North Carolina. was not aware that PAGE moved out of North Carolina. described PAGE as an "Asshole." heard that PAGE went missing for almost a month prior to the shooting. believes that PAGE's motivation for the shooting has something to do with Last Name Unknown (LNU).

is not aware of what exactly claims that he is just a musician and a skinhead that does not belong to any particular skinhead group. believes that PAGE's situation was similar (that he did not belong to a particular group).

wishes that PAGE would have said something to anyone before the shooting. does not endorse violence. has a background in and believes in white issues but endorse politics over violence.

The residence is owned by long time friend.
Title: (U) FAVIAU dash cams request

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-8
Contact: ___________________________

Approved By: ___________________

Drafted By: ___________________

Date: 08/20/2012

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To request FAVIAU create multicast video from Oak Creek
Police Department (OCPD) dash cam footage.

Administrative Notes: (U) Enclosure(s):

One DVD+R containing OCPD Officer (Squad 4) and Officer (Squad 1) front camera footage

One DVD+R containing OCPD Officer (Squad 5) and Officer (Squad 2) front camera footage

One DVD+R containing OCPD Officer (Squad 8) and Officer (Squad 9) front camera footage

One CD-R containing 911 calls to OCPD

One DVD+R containing OCPD (Squad 10) front and rear camera footage

One DVD+R containing OCPD Officer (Squad 6) front camera footage

Package Copy: (U)

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED
Title: (U) FAVIAU dash cams request
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/17/2012

On 5 August 2012, Milwaukee Field Office (MW) was notified of an active shooter situation at a Sikh temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Wade Michael Page opened fire on temple attendees at approximately 11:24AM EST. Page killed six and wounded four attendees inside and outside of the temple. Page exited the temple after the shooting and fired at a responding OCPD officer. During the firefight, Page shot and wounded the officer. A second OCPD officer returned fire and shot Page. The second officer then heard another shot after Page fell. MW has surmised that Page shot himself in the head after he was wounded by the second officer.

OCPD provided MW with dash camera footage from squad vehicles recorded during and immediately following the shooting incident. The footage was transferred to DVD on Windows Media Video file format. MW requests that all dash camera footage be combined so that all video files can be seen in sync and on one screen simultaneously for further exploitation of actionable intelligence that may be contained within the footage.

***
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: 
Title: (U) 

Approved By: 
Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Info concerning 

UNCLASSIFIED
Title: (U) Adding 1A to Serial # 427

Date: 08/20/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-5
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Adding 1A to Serial #427

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) 1A envelope for Serial #427

Details:
Adding a 1A to Serial# 427, Receipt from Milwaukee County Medical Examiner for the deceased Suveg Singh.

♦♦
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/17/2012

Date of birth [Redacted]

Social Security Number [Redacted]

was interviewed in Milwaukee, WI. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

advised that

Investigation on [Redacted] at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MN-2440609 Date drafted 08/17/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Milwaukee County Sheriff's Office (MCSO) was interviewed at the Classic Lanes bowling center, 7501 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

(U/FOUO) has been employed with the MCSO for approximately years and has been a sworn law enforcement officer for about years. was on duty during the morning of August 05, 2012. was near 103rd Street and Watertown Plank Road when a call from MCSO dispatch informed him of a shooting at a Temple in Oak Creek, Wisconsin near the 7500 block of S. Howell Avenue. While was enroute to the Temple, he contacted MCSO, who was already aware of the dispatch call. was near the intersection of Rawson Avenue and S. Howell Avenue (close to the Temple). had heard through dispatch that there were multiple victims down. The MCSO Airport division (General Mitchell International Airport, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) was also notified of the incident since they were located near the Temple and had additional bodies available to respond. Upon his arrival, parked his squad car on Howell Avenue and walked up the driveway toward the Temple. met with in person who was meeting with officers from Oak Creek Police Department (PD) and South Milwaukee PD. They were informed the shooter was down along with two other victims in the parking lot. assisted with providing cover for the EMS personnel to respond. also helped load two victims on to stretchers for transport.
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Evidence collected from Froedtert Hospital

Date: 08/20/2012

To:

Approved By: A/SSA

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Acquired By: on 08/05/2012

Acquired From: (U) Froedtert Hospital

9200 West Wisconsin Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226

Receipt Given?: No

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

(U) On August 5, 2012, Special Agent (SA) and Staff Operations Specialist (SOS) from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), responded to Froedtert Hospital, 9200 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee Wisconsin 53226-3596 to collect evidence from two hospitalized victims.

(U) SA and SOS received some items from the security personnel at Froedtert Hospital. The rest of the items were taken by Oak Creek Police Department. SA and SOS obtained the rest of the items from an evidence locker at Oak Creek Police Department.

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 497
(U) No photographs were taken. The original Evidence Log have been placed in the 1-A section of the file.

(U) The search concluded on August 5, 2012, at approximately 4:00 P.M.

(U) The evidence was checked into the Evidence Room to Evidence Technician at approximately 4:30 P.M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) Item 1 Passport from ___ Listerine cool mints, two Citibank deposit slips, pen, empty baggie, flyer for Sikh Temple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired On: 08/05/2012 Receipt Number: 1, 2 Located By: ___ Other Locator: ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location Area: Froedtert Hospital Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) Item 3 Personal dagger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired On: 08/05/2012 Receipt Number: 3 Located By: ___ Other Locator: ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location Area: Froedtert Hospital Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B Firearm</td>
<td>(U) Item 4 9mm Luger FC Shell casing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired On: 08/05/2012 Receipt Number: 4 Located By: ___ Other Locator: ___</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location Area: Froedtert Hospital Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital Firearm Type: Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B Valuable</td>
<td>(U) Item 5 Two silver bracelets and 86 cents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired On: 08/05/2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Evidence collected from Froedtert Hospital
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/17/2012

Receipt Number: 5
Located By: 
Other Locator: 
Location Area: Froedtert Hospital
Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital
Valuable Type: 
Dollar Value: $100.86

1B General (U) Item 6 clothing
Acquired On: 08/05/2012
Receipt Number: 6
Hazardous Materials: Biological
Located By: 
Other Locator: 
Location Area: Froedtert Hospital
Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital

1B Drug (U) Item 7 Unknown drug tablets 4 grams
Acquired On: 08/05/2012
Receipt Number: 7
Located By: 
Other Locator: 
Location Area: Froedtert Hospital
Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital
Drug Type: Other
Total Package Weight: 41 Grams

1B Valuable (U) Item 8 One Silver bracelet and one gold watch.
Acquired On: 08/05/2012
Receipt Number: 8
Located By: 
Other Locator: 
Location Area: Froedtert Hospital
Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital
Valuable Type: 
Dollar Value: $100

1B General (U) Item 9 clothing
Acquired On: 08/05/2012
Receipt Number: 9
Hazardous Materials: Biological
Title: (U) Evidence collected from Froedtert Hospital
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/17/2012

Located By: [redacted]
Other Locator: [redacted]
Location Area: Froedtert Hospital
Specific Location: Froedtert Hospital

UNCLASSIFIED
On 08/05/2012 Milwaukee Police provided writing agent initial sketches of the parking lot of the Sikh Temple. Writing agent made copies of those sketches, which were placed into a 1A and are being maintained with the file.

The originals were mailed back to at 749 W. State Street, Milwaukee, WI 53233.
interviewed at his place of business, on 8/10/2012. After being advised of the identity of interviewing Investigative Analyst and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

only had records going back eight years and did not find WADE MICHAEL PAGE as a former employee. He and other employees could not positively remember PAGE working there. One unknown employee remembered a male who worked there for a couple of months before leaving to join the Army; that person gave this employee a dog when he joined the Army. They could not remember anything else of significance regarding this former employee.

On 8/15/2012, TFO contacted by phone. PAGE worked for a condominium management company prior to PAGE joining the Army. confirmed that PAGE gave a dog to one of his coworkers at that company when he joined the ARMY.

TFO then called and left a message requesting contact information for the employee who received the dog. left a message later that day advising that got the dog.

On 8/16/2012, TFO talked to by phone. confirmed that the information on the dog jogged his memory that PAGE did work for the company about twenty years earlier. said that PAGE was a quiet employee who did not express extremist views in presence. PAGE only worked for about six months before moving on, in this case, to United States (In Person, Phone)
the Army. [Redacted] said that this was common of young adults that he hired over the course of over 30 years. When PAGE joined the Army, he needed to find a home for his dog and [Redacted] accepted it. [Redacted] had no further information.

Messages were left for [Redacted] 8/15/2012 and 8/16/2012 but were not returned.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) Wade Michael Page

Date: 08/21/2012

To: MILWAUKEE (Route) Attn: SA

From: 

Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Wade Michael Page

Administrative Notes: (U)

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U)

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED//

Serial 1490
(U) Additional contextual information is available for phone number [redacted] at a classification higher than this EC. No information of concern surfaced for this number as a result of this query. Contact IA [redacted] with any questions regarding this information.

(U) Please contact IA [redacted] or SIA [redacted] with any
questions regarding this information.
Title: (U) EC to Laboratory, Firearms-Toolmarks Unit and Operational Projects Unit

Date: 08/21/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-6
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) EC to request Laboratory Division,
Firearms-Toolmarks Unit to generate shooting incident reconstruction report and the Operational Projects Unit to generate supporting demonstrative imagery.

Details:

On 08/05/2012, at approximately 10:45 a.m., Wade Michael Page, DOB 11/11/1971, SSAN 524-37-2426 was initially identified as an Active shooter involved in the shooting of multiple victims at the Sikh Temple of Wisconsin in Oak Creek, 7512 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Oak Creek Police Officers responded to the shooting and subsequently engaged Page in the Sikh Temple parking lot. During the altercation, Page shot and seriously wounded one Officer, before he was shot by another Officer and then apparently killed himself at the scene. Seven fatalities resulted from the incident. Two victims, and Page, were found deceased outside the Temple; and, four other victims were found deceased inside the Temple.

Investigation to date has determined Page was the only individual
responsible for the shooting of the six victims.

Investigation is focusing on following up with any leads to locate/interview any pertinent associates of Page to further rule out that he was the only individual responsible and who had prior knowledge of the incident.

MW ERT, assisted by Laboratory personnel from FTU and OPU, collected evidence including: shell casings, bullets, metal fragments, and firearms from the Temple and parking lot. Thirty 9mm shell casings, five 223 shell casings, and one 45 shell casing, were found outside the Temple. The thirty 9mm casings were located throughout the lot. The single 45 shell casing was located in the lot near a Heckler-Koch 45 caliber handgun belonging to the wounded Officer.

Regarding the 223 shell casings, three were located inside the Oak Creek PD vehicle driven by the Officer who shot Page, and, two were located on the driveway leading up to the Temple parking lot.

Twenty-two 9mm shell casings were found inside the Temple, throughout the building. Additional physical evidence was acquired from the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD), which investigated the Officer involved shooting, Froedtert Hospital, and the Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office. Pertinent evidence, along with an ERT Casebook documenting the search, will be forwarded to the Laboratory. FBI MW requests the assistance of the Laboratory Division, Firearms-Toolmarks Unit to generate a shooting incident reconstruction report.
Title: (U) EC to Laboratory, Evidence Control Unit  
Date: 08/21/2012  

From: MILWAUKEE  
Contact:  

Approved By:  

Drafted By:  

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  
(U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;  

Synopsis: (U) EC to set lead for Laboratory examinations.  

Package Copy: (U) Being forwarded under separate cover are the following items of evidence:  

1B1 - Barcode: E4432379  
SITA SINGH (Envelope #1) - contained 9 individual envelopes, including DNA, nail clippings, cell phone, and 3 projectiles;  
PRAKASH SINGH (Envelope #2) - contained 6 individual envelopes, including DNA and nail clippings;  
SUVEG SINGH (Envelope #3) - contained 7 individual envelopes, including DNA, nail clippings and one bullet;  
RANJIT SINGH (Envelope #4) - contained 10 individual envelopes, including DNA, nail clippings, 3 bullets and 1 fragment;  
SATWANTI SINGH KALEKA (Envelope #5) - contained 9 individual envelopes, including DNA, nail clippings and 3 projectiles;  
PARAMJIT KAUR (Envelope #6) - contained 7 individual envelopes including DNA, nail clippings, 1 bullet and 3 fragments.  

1B17 - Barcode: E4432409  
1) 223 shell casing - On ground near rear of Oak Creek PD vehicle  
2) 223 shell casing - Left of Oak Creek PD vehicle in driveway;  
11C) Two 19 round capacity 9 mm Springfield armory magazines (1 empty, 1 round in second(removed)); 1 XD gear 9mm/.40 magazine loading device, one twenty round box Federal Premium 147 grain
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) EC to Laboratory, Evidence Control Unit
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

hydrashok JHP, - Subject
body and passenger door of Oak Creek vehicle in lot;
15) 9mm shell casing - Located in lot;
18) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
19) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
20) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
23) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
26) Piece of bullet jacket - Parking lot;
28) Metal fragment-suspected bullet with jacket - Parking lot;
36) Piece of bullet found in parking lot - Parking lot;
42) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
44) .45 shell casing - Parking lot;
46) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
47) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
48) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
49) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
50) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
52) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;

1B18 - Barcode: E4432408
53) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
54) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
55) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
56) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
57) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
58c) Metal fragment suspected bullet - From inside item # 58;
58d) Metal fragment, suspected jacket - From inside item # 58;
62) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
63) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
64) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
65) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
66) 223 shell casing - Oak Creek PD vehicle 6 (parking lot);
68) 223 shell casing - Oak Creek PD vehicle 6 in parking lot;
69) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
70) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
71) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
73) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
75) Metal fragment - Parking lot;
79) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
80) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
81) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
82) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
83) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
86) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
88) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;

1B19 - Barcode: E4432407
91) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
92) Two (2) metal fragments - Parking lot;
93) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
95) Metal fragments - Parking lot;
97) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
98) 9mm shell casing - Parking lot;
104) 9mm shell casing - No parking area of parking lot close to entrance of temple;
105) Metal fragment - Handicap parking area;
111) Metal fragment, suspected jacket - Entry road to Temple;

1B23 - Barcode: E4432403
11A) Federal Premium 147 grain, hydrashok JHP 9mm luger (contains 13 rounds) - Subject body and passenger door of Oak Creek vehicle in lot;
11B) One (1) 9mm cartridge removed from one (1) Springfield armory magazines;

1B24 - Barcode: E4432402
21) Springfield Serial Number MG875455 - 9mm handgun - Front passenger seat area of Oak Creek PD vehicle on floor;

1B25 - Barcode: E4432401
21A) One 9mm 19 round capacity Springfield Armory magazine, with two (2) 9mm rounds (removed), from Springfield MG875455 - 9mm handgun taken from item 21 - Front passenger seat area of Oak Creek PD vehicle on floor;

1B26 - Barcode: E4432400
21B) Two (2) 9mm cartridges taken from item 21A Springfield Armory magazine;

1B27 - Barcode: E4432399
43) Heckler Koch .45 handgun, S/N w/magazine separate - after cleared rounds were placed in baggy (officers) - Parking lot;
1B28 - Barcode: E4432398
43A) Twelve (12) - .45 rounds from Heckler Koch .45 handgun, S/N [redacted] magazine and chamber - Parking lot;

1B29 - Barcode: E4432397
43B) Magazine that was contained in item #43;

1B31 - Barcode: E4432395
113) Metal fragment - South side parking lot;
114) Metal fragment - Under red Saab, Wisconsin License plate # [redacted] - parking lot;
115) Metal fragment - Under red Saab - Wisconsin License plate # [redacted] - in parking lot
116) Metal fragment - Under red Saab - Wisconsin License plate # [redacted] in parking lot;
117) Metal fragment - Next to Mercury Grand Marquis gray - Wisconsin License plate [redacted] - parking lot;
119) Metal fragment - Under gray van - [redacted] a north side of parking lot;
124) Metal fragment - West side of parking lot - by middle bush island;
125) Metal fragment between dash and windshield - Oak Creek PD vehicle 6;
126) 223 shell casing - Between driver front seat and middle console in Oak Creek PD #6 vehicle;
129) Metal fragment - Between plexiglass sill and main cabin of OC PD vehicle #6;
130) Metal fragment - Between plexiglass sill and main cabin of OC PD vehicle #6;

1B32 - Barcode: E4432394
131) Suspected round - In hood of Oak Creed PD vehicle plate [redacted] vehicle #10;
137) Bullet fragment - In trim on driver's seat, Chevy Prism, [redacted]
138) Bullet fragment - Rear seat of Chevy Prism, [redacted]
140) 9mm round with possible blood - Passenger floor [redacted] - Oak Creek PD vehicle #5;

T3) Metal fragment - On floor Room M;
T4) 9mm shell casing - Floor of Room M;
T6) Metal fragment - Floor Room H;
T7) 9mm shell casing - Located on floor of Room K;
T8) 9mm shell casing - Found on floor of Room K;
T9) Metal fragment - Floor of room K;
T10) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room K;
T11) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room K;
T12) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room H;
T13) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room H;
T14) 9mm shell casing - Bed of Room K;
T15) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room H;
T16) Bullet - Top shelf of cabinet Room I;
T17) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room G;
T18) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room G;

1B33 - Barcode: E4432393
T19) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room B;
T20) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room B;
T21) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room B;
T22) Metal fragment - Floor Room B;
T23) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T;
T24) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T;
T25) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T;
T26) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T;
T27) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room T;
T28) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room P;
T29) Bullet - Wall in Room F;
T31) Metal fragment - Floor Room U;
T32) Metal fragment - Floor Room U;
T35) Metal fragment - Counter Room U;
T36) Metal fragment - Counter of Room U;
T37) Bullet found in sugar bucket - Counter Room U;
T38) Metal fragment - Counter Room U;
T39) 9mm shell casing - Floor Room K;
T40) Metal fragment - Sink Room U;
T41) Two (2) Metal fragments - Sink Room U;

1B34 - Barcode: E4432392
132) Swab - Passenger backseat- Oak Creek PD vehicle vehicle #10;
133) Swab - Rear passenger door Oak Creek PD vehicle back passenger seat, vehicle #10;
134) Swab - Rear passenger seat - Oak Creed PD vehicle vehicle #10;
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) EC to Laboratory, Evidence Control Unit
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

1B35 - Barcode: E4432391
141) Swab, blood stain 1 - Parking lot;
142) Swab, blood stain 2 - Parking lot;
143) Swab, blood stain 3 - Parking lot;
144) Swab, blood stain 4 - Parking lot;
145) Swab, blood stain 5 - Parking lot;
146) Swab, blood stain 6 - Parking lot;
148) Swab, blood stain 7 - Parking lot;

1B36 - Barcode: E4432390
147) Bullet fragment - Red Buick Rendezvous, front passenger door;
149) Round fragments - Honda driver's side door panel -
T34) Metal fragments - Door jam Room P;
T42) Shell fragment - West countertop Room U;
T43) Metal fragment - NW pantry floor - Room U;
T44) Metal fragment - Room U - West floor by pantry;
T45) Two (2) fragments - W countertop on plastic lid - Room U;
T46) Fragment - W countertop - Room U;
T47) Fragment - Room U - W countertop;
T48) Metal fragments - Countertop - under microwave - Room U;
T49) Metal fragment - Room U - W countertop;
T50) Fragment - Room U - NW corner of countertop;
T51) Bullet - Room N, above shower - BH22;
T52) Bullet - Room M - Behind door, BH18;
T53) Bullet - Room H - North end by exit under the carpet, BH 37;

1B38 - Barcode: E4432388
T33) Metal fragment - collected on 08/08/2012 - Wall Room U, inside west wall between windows;
T54) Bullet frag embedded in apron - Counter of Room U;
T55) Metal fragment - Room U - refrigerator on bottom shelf;
T56) Bullet - Room H - hallway wall;
T57) Fragment - Floor under east counter - Room U;

1B39 - Barcode: E4432387
T58) Sample of blood stain (SWAB) - Room U - Near east Wall;

1B40 - Barcode: E4432386
151) Metal fragment - Passenger back seat area, green Chevy Prism

UNCLASSIFIED
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UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) EC to Laboratory, Evidence Control Unit
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

1B45 - Barcode: E4432414
Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, dated 8/13/2012:
Item 1 (Inv 12023105): Rifle, Semi-Automatic Rock River Arms
5.56mm semi-auto rifle black in color, SER #: [redacted]
(Please note: Weapon cleared by SA [redacted] on August 14, 2012);

1B47 - Barcode: E4432316
Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, 8/9/2012:
Item 4 (Inv 12023105): Magazine;
Item 1 (Inv 12023115): Sealed container containing two bullet
fragments;
Item 2 (Inv 12023115): Legal Evidence Form;
Item 19 (Inv 12023131): bullet fragment;
Item 21 (Inv 12023131): deformed bullet fragment;
Item 25 (Inv 12023131): black 45 cal. magazine;
1B47 - Barcode: E4432316
Item 38 (Inv 12023131): black 45 cal. H & K, magazine;
Item 52 (Inv 12023131): deformed bullet fragment;
Item 2 (Inv 12023153): Copper bullet jacketing fragment;
Item 3 (Inv 12023153): Deformed copper jacketed bullet.

1B48 - Barcode: E4432317
Description of items listed on MPD's Release Receipt, 8/9/2012:
Item 2 (Inv 12023131): Front ballistic vest panel;
Item 3 (Inv 12023131): Back ballistic vest panel;

1B52 - Barcode: E4432421
Item 4 9mm Luger FC Shell casing.

Details:

On 08/05/2012, at approximately 10:45 a.m., WADE MICHAEL PAGE, DOB
11/11/1971, SSN 524-37-2426 was initially identified as an Active
shooter involved in the shooting of multiple victims at the Sikh Temple
of Wisconsin in Oak Creek, 7512 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek,
Wisconsin. Oak Creek Police Department (OCPD) Officers responded to
the shooting and subsequently engaged PAGE in the Sikh Temple parking
lot. During the altercation, PAGE shot and seriously wounded OCPD
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) EC to Laboratory, Evidence Control Unit
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/15/2012

Officer [redacted] before he was shot by another responding OCPD Officer [redacted] PAGE then apparently shot himself at the scene. Seven fatalities resulted from the incident. Two victims, and PAGE, were found deceased outside the Temple; and, four other victims were found deceased inside the Temple.

Investigation to date has determined PAGE was the only individual responsible for the shooting of the six victims.

Investigation is focusing on following up with any leads to locate/interview any pertinent associates of PAGE to further rule out that he was the only individual responsible and who had prior knowledge of the incident.

MW ERT, assisted by Laboratory personnel from FTU and OFU, collected evidence including: shell casings, bullets, metal fragments, and firearms from the Temple and parking lot. Thirty 9mm shell casings, five 223 shell casings, and one 45 shell casing, were found outside the Temple. The thirty 9mm casings were located throughout the lot. The single 45 shell casing was located in the lot near the Heckler-Koch 45 caliber handgun belonging to Officer [redacted]. Regarding the 223 shell casings, three were located inside the Oak Creek PD vehicle driven by Officer [redacted] and two were located on the driveway leading up to the Temple parking lot. Twenty-two 9mm shell casings were found inside the Temple, located throughout the building. Bullets and metal fragments were found both inside the Temple and outside in the parking lot. Additional physical evidence was acquired from: the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD), which investigated the Officer involved shooting; Froedtert Hospital; and the Milwaukee County Medical Examiner's Office.

FBI MW requests the Laboratory to conduct examinations of the submitted 58 shell casings, and numerous bullets and metal fragments, to determine which of these items can be associated with any of the three submitted firearms: Page's Springfield 9mm handgun; Officer [redacted] Heckler-Koch 45 handgun; and, Officer [redacted] Rock River Arms, 5.56mm semi-auto rifle. DNA and fingerprint examinations are requested
on: Item 21, PAGE's Springfield 9mm handgun; Item 21A), the 9mm magazine taken from Item 21; Item 21B), the two 9mm cartridges taken from Item 21A); Item 11C, two 19 round capacity 9mm Springfield magazines, one XD Gear 9mm/.40 magazine loading device, and one twenty round box Federal Premium 147 grain hydralshok JHP; Item 11B, one 9mm cartridge removed from one Springfield magazine; Item 140, a 9mm round with possible blood; and, Items 15, 18, 19, 20, 23, 46, 48, 49, 50, 52, 55, 57, 62-65, 70, 71, 79-83, 86, 88, 91, 93, 97, 98, 104, T4, T7-15, T17-21, T23-28, and T39, which are the fifty-two recovered 9mm shell casings.

Further questions regarding requested examinations should be directed to Co-Case Agents: SA _______ and SA _______
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Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Sikh Temple CHS canvas.
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Form Type: [Blank] Date: 08/22/2012

Title: (U) [Blank]

Approved By: [Blank] b6

Drafted By: [Blank] b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) [Blank] information.

UNCLASSIFIED
Orion Lead #

business address of Wisconsin (WI) phone number was interviewed via telephone. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

had a application on file for possible video surveillance

phone number was interviewed via telephone. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

stated that August 5, 2012 video footage was not possible to retrieve. The surveillance video system stored data for two weeks before automatic deletion. Also, the surveillance video camera focused on the entry and exit was not in view of the video camera.

owed money

Investigation on 08/20/2012 at Wisconsin, United States (Phone)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/20/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Continuation of FD-302 of _______________________________, On 08/20/2012.

Faxed a copy to _______________________________ had an address on the application.

Telephone number was _______________________________ driver's license number was _______________________________.

Phone number of _______________________________ was listed as an "other contact" with a

________________________________________ stated on the application that the use of the premises was for "household".
On 08/17/2012, were interviewed by Federal Bureau of Investigation Special Agent and Task Force Officer.

After being advised of the identities of the interviewing officials and the nature of the interview, all individuals provided the following information:

[Blank space]

initially began the interview alone with SA and TFO began by expressing concern for safety, as well as the safety of his family. explained that

[Blank space]
On August 5, 2012, the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Milwaukee (MW) Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) responded to a shooting at the Oak Creek Sikh Temple, located at 7512 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. A timeline of events is follows (all times are approximations):

1111 hours – Acting Supervisory Special Agent (A/SSA) receives a telephone call from Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) notifying him of the shooting.

1111 hours – Special Agent (SA) sends out an email to MW’s JTTF regarding the shooting.

1126 hours – MW Special Agent in Charge (SAC) notifies A/SSA and Acting Assistant Special Agent in Charge (A/ASAC) that MW Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) team are responding to the Sikh Temple to provide MRAP support for the Oak Creek Police Department (OCPD).

1128 hours – SA puts all MW JTTF personnel on stand-by.

1141 hours – SA sends an email to MW JTTF explaining that all regional SWAT teams are on scene, that one, white shooter may had been fatally shot in the parking lot and that there are possibly 40 hostages.

1142 hours – FBI SWAT notifies all SWAT operators of the shooting and places MW SWAT on stand-by.

1150 hours – A/SSA arrives on scene and assumes on-scene command.

1153 hours – ASAC puts MW Command Post personnel on stand-by.

1155 hours – FBI MW notifies of the shooting via an email.

1205 hours – At the request of the OCPD, ASAC authorizes the use of FBI MW agents to assist with witness interviews.

1205 hours – FBI SWAT and Operator arrive on scene with the MW MRAP.
266N-MW-2440609

Continuation of FD-302 of Forward Command Post - Timeline

1207 hours - SAC MW notifies SSRA__ to put the MW Evidence Response Team (ERT) on stand-by.

1210 hours - A/SSA____ coordinates with OCPD, as well as with representatives from all surrounding agencies (federal and state).

1229 hours - A/SSA____ orders all MW JTTF members to report to the Forward Command Post, located at 7501 S. Howell, Oak Creek, Wisconsin.

1230 hours - Law enforcement begins interviewing witnesses. SA____ coordinates all interviews.

1246 hours - Forward Command Post initiates coordination of Punjabi interpreters.

1309 hours - OCPD notifies____ that the temple is clear and that the shooter is likely dead in the temple’s parking lot.

1335 hours - SAS____ depart for Froedert Hospital to conduct witness interviews.

1345 hours - OCPD Chief John Edwards turns over investigative authority to the FBI.

1423 hours - FBI ERT deploys to the scene.

1442 hours - FBI SWAT____ directs all available FBI SWAT operators to stage at the FBI garage.

1511 hours - ATF Agent____ provides A/SSA____ with a preliminary identification of the shooter (WADE MICHAEL PAGE).

1518 hours - Assistant United States Attorney____ agrees that the United States Attorney’s Office will defer to the District Attorney’s Office for search warrants.

1530 hours - Given the subject’s possible ties to domestic terrorism (DT), FBI MW SAC transfers on-scene command to DT Program Coordinator Supervisor Special Resident Agent (SSRA)____

1600 hours - Law enforcement completes all victim interviews. SA____ is told by____ (MPD) that the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD) and the OCPD will be taking the lead on death notifications.

1608 hours - MW’s Central Command Post distributes a photograph of PAGE to the Forward Command Post.
266N-MW-2440609

Continuation of FD-302 of Forward Command Post - Timeline. On 08/05/2012, Page 3 of 4

1623 hours - MW SAC provides operational authority to MW ERT and SWAT. MW SWAT is directed to seek specific authority for all entries.

1657 hours - Law enforcement establishes surveillance at PAGE’s residence. SA ______ organizes a team to search PAGE’s residence.

1730 hours - SA ______ provides FBI’s central and Forward Command Post the names of seven possible shooting victims.

1740 hours - FBI Central Command Post distributes PAGE’s military records to the Forward Command Post.

1746 hours - SA ______ distributes the FBI case number to the Forward Command Post.

1757 hours - SA ______ attempts to locate ______ at her residence with negative results. SA ______ locates ______ at her place of employment and conducts an interview.

1800 hours - MPD obtains a search warrant for PAGE’s residence.

1807 hours - FBI receives written consent to search the temple.

1830 hours - SA ______ and SA ______ coordinate the interview of ______ at his residence.

1919 hours - FBI Central Command Post distributes information related to a suspicious white male observed by reporters from the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel taking photographs at the shooting scene.

1920 hours - OCPD deems the temple officially clear and allows detectives to enter in order to begin victim identification.

1922 hours - FBI Central Command Post distributes information related to ______ criminal history to the FBI Forward Command Post.

1926 hours - Positive identification of Sita Singh. Pictures sent to the vice president of the temple for review and identification.

1940 hours - Positive identification of Ranjeet Singh. Pictures sent to the vice president of the temple for review and identification.

2035 hours - ______

2100 hours - OCPD completes body identification. OCPD ______
266N-MW-2440609
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returns to the bowling alley to do death notifications.

2120 hours - OCPD and FBI Victim Specialist begin death notifications to family members.

2120 hours - Law enforcement notifies the family of Paramjit Kaur. The point of contact is

2126 hours - Law enforcement notifies the family of Sita Singh and Ranjit Singh. The point of contact is

2129 hours - Law enforcement notifies the family Satwant Singh Kaleka was notified. Point of contact is

2140 hours - SA and SA travel to the Brookfield Sikh temple to conduct interviews related to suspicious activity and telephone calls.

2200 hours - SA travels to PAGE's last known place of employment. AUSA provides authorization to search a locker used by PAGE.

2233 hours - The family of Prakash Singh is notified. The point of contact is

2256 hours - The family of Suveg Singh is notified. The point of contact is
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/16/2012

Date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at had just been at the Sikh Temple on 08/05/2012. SA After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

Investigation on United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/16/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
interviewed at her home address of [redacted]. [Redacted] was also present. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [redacted] provided the following information:

Neither [redacted] were familiar with Wade Michael Page and did not remember speaking with him on the dates 06/16/2012 and 06/17/2012. [Redacted] confirmed that they do have two properties that are rentals [redacted] address had two vacancies in the July/August time frame that were recently filled. [Redacted] confirmed that the phone number of [redacted] is her phone number. [Redacted] mentioned that typically an individual leaves a phone number and a first name at the [redacted] number and then they would call him/her back.

Investigation on 08/14/2012 at United States (In Person)
File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/15/2012
by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Date of entry 08/15/2012

was interviewed at his residence located at ________. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, ________ provided the following information:

______ met Wade Page approximately two years ago at a concert in Virginia which featured white power bands. Several months after their initial meeting, during the summer of 2011, Page traveled to the Detroit, Michigan area and attended a barbecue at ________ home. Page attended the barbecue with ________ Page kept quiet while at the barbecue and stuck to himself. This was the first and last time Page visited ________ home. After meeting Page, ________ kept in occasional contact with Page via text message.

Approximately two weeks prior to Page's attack on the Oak Creek, Wisconsin Sikh temple, ________ received a text message from a friend inquiring whether ________ had heard from Page recently. ________ had not heard from Page, so he sent him a text message. ________ received no reply to this text message. ________ declined to provide the name of the person who was looking for Page, but stated that "nobody" could get ahold of Page.

Immediately upon seeing a report of the shooting in Oak Creek, ________ asked him if he knew the shooter. ________ also asked him if the shooter was someone who had been to their home.
heard nothing from Page or anyone else regarding the shooting prior to the incident. He noted that everything "went silent" with Page prior to the shooting. heard nothing either before or after the shooting to indicate that Page had any accomplices in the attack.

has heard chatter on blogs and chat rooms regarding the shooting, most of the chatter has condemned Page's actions.

read online that Volksfront is planning to sue ABC News over reports that Page was a member of Volksfront. is unaware if Volksfront has a presence in the Detroit metro area. is also unaware if either the National Socialist Movement (NSM), the Hammerskins, or any other similar groups has a presence in the Detroit area. He described these groups as "white pride" or "white power" groups and noted that he had read a report in the media which described the Hammerskins as a domestic terrorist organization. He opined that the NSM was probably the largest group and that it appeared to have the most vocal and visible presence in online forums such as You Tube. would neither confirm nor deny whether he was a member of any such group, noting that he did not want that information to be recorded in an FBI report.

has no information regarding anyone he might consider a "sleeper", or someone who might be prone to or planning a violent attack.

would not allow him to have a firearm in his home,

employed
Title: (U) Photographs

Date: 08/22/2012

From: TAMPA
TP-19
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

(U) 

Synopsis: (U) To document surveillance photos of subject, WADE MICHAEL PAGE, at Confederate Hammerskins "St. Patty's Day Show" in Christmas, FL.

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U/FOC) DVD of surveillance photographs

Details:

On August 5, 2012, WADE MICHAEL PAGE (hereafter PAGE), DOB 11/11/1971, SSAN 524-37-2426, was identified as the shooter of multiple victims at the Sikh temple of Wisconsin, 7512 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin. The shooting resulted in a total of seven fatalities, to include PAGE.

Subsequent investigation and open source information revealed that PAGE played in several white power bands, to include End Apathy and Definite Hate. Both bands were scheduled to play at the Confederate Hammerskins
(hereafter CHS) and Crew 38 sponsored "St. Patty's Day Show" which was held on March 19, 2012, in Christmas, FL. Seminole County Sheriff's Office deputies provided the FBI with a disk of surveillance photos from the event.

The CHS is one of the largest white supremacist extremist organizations in the United States. Crew 38 is a group of CHS supporters, to include women. CHS regularly sponsors concerts and gatherings that are attended by white supremacists all over the US and Europe. Seminole County Sheriff's Office deputies provided the FBI with a disk of surveillance photos from the event held in Christmas, FL on March 19, 2012.

Several photos depict an individual that resembles PAGE on a stage playing guitar. Also photographed at the event are FBI Tampa has no information that PAGE had any contact or communication however is providing the information based in PAGE's prior ties to California. has also declined to to cooperate with law enforcement.

If requested, FBI Tampa will attempt to re-contact the above referenced individuals.
Title: (U) Photographs
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/09/2012
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/22/2012

Title: [Redacted]

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: [Redacted] regarding interview of [Redacted] on 8/10/12.

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:

1. [Redacted] regarding [Redacted] on 8/10/12.

++

UNCLASSIFIED///FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U) To Further Document Usage of Telephone Number

Date: 08/22/2012

To: 

From: SAN DIEGO

Contact: 

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document additional usage of telephone number

Reference: 

Details:

On August 22, 2012, writer spoke with California Department of Justice Analyst assigned to the Law Enforcement Communications Center (LECC) in an effort to continue documenting telephone usage for cellular telephone number Analyst provided the following information:

UNCLASSIFIED
☐ date of birth (DOB) ☐ was interviewed at his residence, located at ☐ After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, ☐ provided the following information:

☐ last saw PAGE at Germanfest in Wisconsin. ☐ could not remember the exact date, but believed it was the last Saturday in June. ☐ also recalled seeing PAGE at a German restaurant in Milwaukee one month before Germanfest. WADE refused to provide further information about these meetings.

When asked, ☐ confirmed that ☐ received a package from PAGE around the time of the shooting. PAGE refused to provide information about the contents of the package.

☐ knew that PAGE ☐ ☐ communicated with ☐ prior to and immediately following the shooting; however, ☐ no longer speaks to ☐
date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

would not acknowledge any association with Label 56 or Maryland Skinheads (MDS) stating that he didn't want to comment on it. Even after the interviewing agents' stated that there was plenty of open source information, including photos, on the Internet that showed Label 56 and MDS, he still wouldn't positively acknowledge anything did not deny it either).

was asked about any association/relationship that he had with Wade Page and he advised that he did not have any personal relationship with Page, it was only a business association. initially discovered Page's music on myspace.com and began communicating with Page on myspace. was vague and evasive on when he met Page, but somewhere around the beginning to mid 2010 conducted an e-mail interview with Page in reference to Page's band, End Apathy. He did acknowledge that he saw Page at the Label 56/MDS sponsored concert held in Northeast, MD during the fall of 2010, but would not comment on any interaction that he had with him. End Apathy was one of the bands that played at the concert. could not recall the last time he communicated with Page.

According to Label 56 only promoted music and merchandise by End Apathy and that End Apathy had no contractual ties to Label 56.

admitted that he did not condone the actions that took place at the Sikh Temple in Wisconsin and that he does not know of anyone that did. also acknowledged that when he found out via the news that Page was allegedly responsible for the shootings that it caught him off guard and very confused.

The interview ended with an open invitation for to re-contact the interviewing agents in case he wanted to elaborate or add anything to the interview.
date of birth (DOB) social security account number was interviewed telephonically. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

which WADE MICHAEL PAGE was assigned. WADE MICHAEL PAGE was an E-5 advised that PAGE was a great soldier and his only demise was his use of alcohol. PAGE was considered an alcoholic and was disciplined several times for being late to muster, being late to meetings, and being late for work. PAGE was entered into alcohol rehabilitation courses with little or no effect on his alcohol usage. PAGE was ultimately discharged from the military because of his alcohol use. PAGE did have his driving privileges suspended on base, but does not recall if PAGE ever received a DUI or if this was just a disciplinary action for his tardiness to meetings and muster.

was not aware nor was he notified of any indication that PAGE belonged to or was associated with any white supremacists or hate groups. did not observe any signs of this type of behavior.

advised that PAGE never went to war while and was not aware of PAGE going to war.

had no further information regarding PAGE, but he could be contacted via e-mail at
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U/DE Conf) 1A submissions to the file
Date: 08/24/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-5
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266W-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/DE Conf) 1A submissions to the file

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOUO) S/W jackboot@hotmail.com and wpage71@hotmail.com
2. (U//FOUO) INTERVIEW
3. (U//FOUO) INTERVIEW BY AGENT
4. (U//FOUO) 1 DVD RE VICTIM IMMIGRATION RECORDS FBI COPY
5. (U//FOUO) 
6. (U//FOUO) VIDEO OF PAGE PURCHASE FIREARM
7. (U//FOUO) ORIGINAL INTERVIEW MCSO
8. (U//FOUO) INTERVIEW OF 
9. (U//FOUO) INTERVIEW OF 
10. (U//FOUO) INTERVIEW OF 
11. (U//FOUO) ORIGINAL NOTES RE

Details:

1A submissions to the file:

1) SA 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Search warrant data re jackboot@hotmail.com and wpage71@hotmail.com

2) TFO
Interview notes of

3) Agent
Interview notes re

4) SA

1 DVD re Sikh Temple victims immigration records - FBI Copy

5) SA Omaha Division

6) TFO
A. Video of Page purchasing a firearm at Shooter shop
B. Original envelope video was contained in.
C. FD-597

7) SA
UNCLASSIFIED//\Redacted\

Title: (U//\Redacted) 1A submissions to the file
Re: 266N-NW-2440609, 08/23/2012

Serial 486, Original notes re interview of MCSO

8) SA - Chicago Division
   Original notes re interview of

9) SA - Chicago Division
   Original notes re interview of

10) SA - Chicago Division
    Original notes re interview of

11) SA - Gulfport, MS
    Serial 245 and 246 - original notes re interview of
Title: 1A submissions to the file
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/23/2012
The purpose of this FD-302 is to attach 1A interview notes for [Redacted] from August 6, 2012 interview conducted by SA [Redacted] and SA [Redacted].

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (, Other (attach 1A))

File # 266N-MW-2440609

Date drafted 08/06/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Orion Lead

white female, date of birth (DOB) was interviewed at Wisconsin (WI) at 11:45am. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

The phone number in question, belongs to South Milwaukee, WI. DREXEL GARDEN APARTMENTS was described as a 20-unit apartment complex. was posted on a sign in the vicinity of DREXEL GARDEN APARTMENTS as the contact telephone number for the apartments.

Neither the names of WADE MICHAEL PAGE nor sounded familiar to possibly had a daily planner with notes. reviewed DREXEL GARDEN APARTMENTS rental payment records on her computer with negative results on PAGE.

white male, DOB social security number was interviewed at WI at 4:55pm. was also present. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

works full-time in Milwaukee,

Investigation on 08/22/2012 at Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/23/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
related to the DREXEL GARDEN APARTMENTS. PAGE'S name and phone number of (252)343-0445 were located inside daily planner for a 9:00am appointment on February 4, 2012. No additional notes were written.

Neither PAGE "rang a bell" with did not have an application on file for PAGE does not remember meeting PAGE. PAGE could have been a "no show" on February 4, 2012 to see an apartment at DREXEL GARDEN APARTMENTS. list the DREXEL GARDEN APARTMENTS on Craigs List website for advertisement.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:               Date: 08/24/2012
Title: (U)                   b7D
Approved By:               b7E
Drafted By:                b6

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609   (U) Wade Michael Page;
               AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document

+++

UNCLASSIFIED
date of birth (DOB) was interviewed telephonically via cellular telephone number After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

returned a telephone message left by Special Agent regarding follow-up questions about his previous interview. advised that he was represented by attorney of Boyle, Boyle and Boyle in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, telephone number stated that he was willing to talk but had been advised to have his attorney present during an interview.

clarified that he works at

Investigation on 08/21/2012 at United States (Phone) 08/22/2012

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/22/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
On August 23, 2012, [Redacted] DOB: [Redacted] SSN: [Redacted] was interviewed at his residence [Redacted] was provided with the identity of the interviewing Agents, the reason for the interview and as such, provided the following information:

- Home telephone number is [Redacted] and has been for quite some time.
- They have not seen PAGE in approximately nine (9) to ten (10) years. Prior to PAGE leaving [Redacted] He did not leave anything behind.
- Asked PAGE heard PAGE was driving a commercial truck and then moved to North Carolina. They never met any of his friends or associates. PAGE [Redacted], were very close. If anyone knew PAGE best, it was [Redacted]

PAGE liked music and wanted to be a singer. [Redacted] did not know PAGE to be interested in weapons. He had some tattoos but [Redacted] did not know what they depicted or their location. The family was surprised to learn about PAGE'S actions. No one knows the reason but surmise that he met the wrong people or acquired his beliefs while serving in the military. [Redacted] noted that PAGE called about three weeks ago. They exchanged a few telephone calls and PAGE [Redacted] PAGE was under the impression that [Redacted] told PAGE repeatedly that [Redacted] were not angry with him.

No further information was obtained at this time. [Redacted] was provided contact information in the event additional information was discovered.
date of birth was interviewed by phone when he called TFO on 8/22/2012 from the number. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

confirmed that

The former employee was WADE MICHAEL PAGE. PAGE was trying to find

described the residence as a single family home, possibly a rental. He noted the exterior and yard were not well maintained but nothing unusual. Nobody else was home at the time. said he never met any of PAGE's friends or family.

PAGE worked for for just a few months as a general laborer. recalled that PAGE was hired as a summer employee, and that PAGE was planning to join the Army at the time he was hired.

only recalled PAGE under the last name PAGE, not VANBUSKIRK. and did not have a lot of personal contact with PAGE. did not believe that anyone currently employed was around when PAGE worked for them.
[Name] remembered PAGE as quiet and did not stand out. PAGE did not cause trouble, kept to himself, and did not express extremist views or threats. [Name] had no further information.

It should be noted that [Name] advised TFO believed that PAGE at the time before he joined the ARMY.
Title: (U/DECLASSIFIED) Items returned to Oak Creek PD  
Date: 08/24/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE  
MW-5  
Contact: 

Approved By:  
Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  
(U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;  

Synopsis: (U/DECLASSIFIED) SA returned equipment items to OCPD.  

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:  
1. (U/DECLASSIFIED) FD-597  

Details:  
On August 24, 2012, SA dropped off the below listed eight items to Oak Creek Police Department (OCPD), 301 W. Ryan Road, Oak Creek, WI. The FD-597, receipt for property returned, was placed into a 1A envelope and sent to the file.  

1) Item 31 (from FBI MW evidence log) - radio attachment  
2) Milwaukee PD - OCPD badge  
3) MPD - Expandable baton and case  
4) MPD - Motorola radio
Title: (U/DESN) Items returned to Oak Creek PD
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/24/2012

5) MPD  Radio holder
6) MPD  O.C. dispenser
7) MPD  Leatherman tool
8) MPD  Key and key holder

**
Date of entry 08/24/2012

The individual was interviewed outside of his residence by the undersigned agents. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

was in Richmond and Maryland recently, but is not sure exactly where he is now. said something about looking for work in Maryland. tends to jump around to different places.

Last talked to a couple of weeks ago, when he was in Richmond. told him a friend of his was recently killed in the shooting in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. was in Maryland at the time of the shooting, but he and his friends may have gone up to Philadelphia after the shooting.

Current cellular phone number is

mentioned to that the Federal Bureau of Investigation

was asked by the interviewing agents if was still running with the HAMMERSKINS. is aware that friends are HAMMERSKINS, but he is not sure if they are really "doing anything." told that they did not even have a leader.

was provided a business card. advised, if he spoke to he would tell him to call the FBI.

Investigation on 08/23/2012 at United States (In Person)

File 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/24/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 518
Title: (U) Attempted telephonic contact with

Date: 08/24/2012

From: RICHMOND
RH-13
Contact:

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document attempted telephonic contact with

per Orion Lead Number

Details:

As requested by Orion Lead Number Richmond Division/CRA attempted to locate and interview, date of birth to obtain information regarding his telephone contact and association with captioned subject WADE PAGE. The writer and SA made contact with father, who advise was currently out of town, possibly in Richmond, VA; Maryland (city unknown); or Philadelphia, PA. confirmed is using cellular phone number

On 08/24/2012, the writer attempted contact with at

at approximately 9:00 AM, with no answer. A second call was placed at approximately 12:15 PM, again with no answer. A message was left for requesting he contact the writer as soon as possible.

Later on 08/24/2012, the writer received a voicemail message
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Attempted telephonic contact with

Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/24/2012

from [redacted] an attorney in Philadelphia, PA, telephone number [redacted] who advised he represented [redacted], instructed the writer not to contact [redacted] directly and that [redacted] would need to be present during any questioning of [redacted].

The writer did not re-contact [redacted]. The writer contacted SA [redacted] Milwaukee Division, and advised of the aforementioned information.

Richmond Division/Charlottesville RA considers Orion Lead [redacted] covered. This information will be documented in the Orion system as required.

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Import Form

Form Type: IIR  Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: ____________________________

Drafted By: ____________________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) After reviewing Milwaukee is requesting that all individuals who
were identified be interviewed. is referenced in numerous cases in ACS.


SYNOPSIS: (U) After reviewing Milwaukee is requesting that all individuals who were identified be interviewed.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) __________ has been identified as a person who may have
been in contact with Wade Michael Page.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOOU
Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) On 8/7/2012, SA________ provided CHS reporting relevant
to the Wade Michael Page investigation currently being conducted by
Milwaukee. The CHS reporting indicated that

It should be noted that Wade Michael Page served in the

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Interview previous employer of Page at Aerotech in Wauwatosa, WI, and Page's 

***

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Serial 524
Synopsis: (U) [Redacted] and an associate he identified as [Redacted] were in the Oak Creek, Wisconsin, area on 5 August 2012. They were in close proximity to the Sikh Temple and both observed police activity close to their location. Their purpose for being in Wisconsin was to provide telephone number as called and advised of a lot of police activity in the area. [Redacted] stated he and [Redacted] were in Wisconsin. [Redacted] stated that their presence near the site of shootings committed by Page was an "unfortunate coincidence," and their presence there had nothing to do with the events which transpired at the Sikh Temple. [Redacted] stated [Redacted] are not involved in white nationalist activities and only were friends [Redacted].
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA requests FBI Public Affairs Specialist to reach out to his contact at the Southern Poverty Law Center to obtain any and all information they have regarding subject WADE MICHAEL PAGE.

**
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Information received that Wade Michael Page was employed at Lucas Milhaupt. Agents en route to see if there was a locker or other things that may be of interest.
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Receipts located on passenger side of subjects vehicle for purchases made in the recent past. Request to canvass employees for information concerning subject.

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/DOCS) (Reference IP ID:)

Serial 520
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER
Title: (U)
Approved By:
Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/CLEARED) (Reference IP ID:

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Set lead to Charlotte Division to locate and interview

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Wade Michael Page worked at Cape Fear Harley Davidson from 2003 0 8/2004, and listed in resumes that

++

UNCLASSIFIED/FOCO

Serial 533
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Employment history of subject shows Top Rail Fence as an employer from 08/2010 to 09/2011. An individual named from Richmond was referenced the subject was associated with.

* * *

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) ________________

Approved By: ________________

Drafted By: ________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Request sent to Raleigh Field Office to interview
__________ who is an associate of Wade Page. Request sent to SA __________
__________ Follow-up to be conducted.

**

UNCLASSIFIED//Diagram

MICHAEL PAGE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR                      Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)                        b7E

Approved By:                     b6

Drafted By:                      b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) In April 1995,                                b6

**

Serial 534
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) called the Milwaukee field office and
stated that he was Wade Michael Page.

UNCLASSIFIED/DEFO
Serial Set
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
   AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Request San Diego Division contact their CHS regarding
   any knowledge of ____________________________ Page, reference file

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA blank writing search warrant for Page's residence
(3748A E. Holmes Ave., Cudahy, WI)

UNCLASSIFIED//FOG
Form Type: IIR  Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) __________________________

Approved By: __________________________

Drafted By: __________________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Canvass businesses to see if Wade Michael Page sold any items.

**

Serial 54D
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Los Angeles Division, Santa Ana RA, is requested to show/photos

***
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U)    

SA has established contact with


---

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) 266NMW2440609ASSOCIATESMAM.wpd

Approved By: [Blank]

Drafted By: [Blank]

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) (Reference IP ID: [Redacted])

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
The following investigation was conducted by Staff Operations Specialist (SOS) at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on August 10, 2012.

Open source and FBI resources were searched in reference to ORION IP for records related to, telephone number The following information was obtained.

A Lexis Nexis query of showed a current address of and her social security number is.

A TIME System query was done Illinois Department of Transportation files identified as:

According to NCIC, had no criminal history. An Internet search of the names produced numerous results. It is unclear if any of these links
reference the [redacted] in question. A Facebook page believed to belong to [redacted] was located. It indicated [redacted] - a book on the end of white America - as being a favorite [redacted] also appears to have [redacted].

A CLEAR search of the name [redacted] produced three additional telephone numbers [redacted].
searches were conducted on the names with negative results. Search of the above telephone numbers produced no new information.

Supporting documents for the above information are attached to this insert.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) [redacted]

Approved By: [redacted]

Drafted By: [redacted]

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) [redacted] was identified as a person of interest through the interview of [redacted]. Request to run database checks in order to compile a summary of [redacted].

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Senai 544
FORM TYPE: OTHER

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U) Summary.pdf

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/APO) (Reference IP ID: )

UNCLASSIFIED//\deco

Serial 545
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: INSERT  Date: 08/13/2012

Title: (U) Summary

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Summary of database checks on

* * *
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) After reviewing Milwaukee is requesting that all individuals who were identified be interviewed.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Individual advised the subject walked into the temple and walked around inside of temple for 5-10 minutes.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOCO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) stated that he realizes the horrible coincidence of his presence in Oak Creek on the weekend that his friend committed the shooting. offered to do anything to prove his truthfulness on having nothing to do with the shooting and having no information about the shooting. does not see the point of the killings, especially because it attracts unwanted attention to the movement.

did not drive through the Oak Creek temple or the Brookfield temple over the weekend of August 3-5, 2012. He was in the parking lot in Oak Creek, Wisconsin over that weekend.

UNCLASSIFIED//

SEN Val 548
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) A review of the employment history of Wade Michael Page identified the following places of employment:

Please conduct logical interviews with all employees/supervisors who may have had contact with PAGE.

++

Serial 549
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) In 2004, Wade Michael Page worked, apparently as a
temporary worker, for Express Services, Inc.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Contact Legat in Germany to verify whether subject was kicked out of Germany or had problems with Customs.
Synopsis: (U) On 8/8/2012 at 7:25PM an unknown person of Sikh decent was driving East Bound on I-94 between 16 and 26th street when a Gray or Green pickup truck or van pulled alongside his vehicle while driving. The pickup or van appeared to have a single white male driver and WI plate [REDACTED] This male then shouted profanity and stated "Leave the country or we will kill you." This male then gestured using his hand as a gun and pointed it at the victim.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR                     Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Per [ ] Locate and interview
the following individuals:

[ ]

++
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Electronic Communication

Title: (U//FOUO)                                       Date: 08/10/2012

To:

From: MILWAUKEE
      MW-I-2
      Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609-Associates (U) Wade Michael Page;
      AOT - White Supremacist
      Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) To document efforts to identify and locate

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:

1. (U//FOUO)
2. (U//FOUO)
3. (U) LastFM Image.png
4. (U) Lastfm Younigland.png
5. (U) Max Resist.jpg
6. (U) Stockholm.png
7. (U)
8. (U)
9. (U) IA Envelope with disk with noted webpages.

Details:

In response to Orion leads IA conducted research in an effort to locate and identify

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Internal reporting indicates that [redacted] was identified as attending a Neo Nazi concert in Slovakia on 29 September 2001. Also in attendance were [redacted] the subject, PAGE. (80-PR-C338-CSO, serial 2; [redacted]).

NCIC - Inconclusive

Open source reporting, included in a digital 1A envelope, indicates that [redacted] may be living at either [redacted].

Other identifying information:

Social Security Number: [redacted]

Telephone Number: [redacted]

Date of birth: [redacted] (as provided in the Orion lead)

Date of birth: [redacted]

Further attempts to locate [redacted] were unsuccessful.
Internal FBI database checks found [redacted] identified associated with a clash in Baltimore between Michigan skinheads and the Anti-racist Action (ARA).

Open source information

A posting described how [redacted] Max Resist, whose records are distributed through Resistance, is one of the leading American white power [redacted].

An online article dated 21 January 2006 noted, [redacted] The page was not been updated since 10 September 2008. (http://www.myspace.com/attakpunker accessed 10 August 2012)

Another Myspace page that appeared to be dedicated to the band; however, the last login to the site was listed as 14 September 2006. There were over 400 friends of the band listed.
Title:  (U//•\?
Re:  266N-MW-2440609-Associates, 08/10/2012

(http://www.myspace.com/theofficialmaxresist accessed 10 August 2012)

Last.fm included what appeared to be an older image of the band (lastfm image.png). There was also an inlayed image of [image]. (http://www.last.fm/music/Max+Resist accessed 10 August 2012)

Last.fm also had an image that included what appeared to be Wade Michael Page playing guitar as part of the band Younigland. It appeared to be an older image (Lastfm Youngland.png). (http://www.last.fm/music/Youngland accessed 10 August 2012)

There was a Maximum Resistance Facebook page at http://www.facebook.com/xMAXIMUMxRESISTANCEx (accessed 10 August 2012), but writer is unable to tell if it is maintained or dedicated to the band. There is also a Max Resist Facebook page; however, this page does not appear to be connected to the band [image]

[ ] was listed on two Facebook pages related to the band Max Resist, where he was identified [image]

NCIC
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/24/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Per FBI CHS reporting, identify and interview

***